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Introduction
Call to Action
Leaders in New York’s Hudson Valley are taking action to protect our communities from the dangers
connected with climate change, and to capture the abundant economic and social opportunities
connected with building back better. The Regional Climate Action Strategy supports, and in many
ways parallels, the work of state agencies and stakeholders to implement the Climate Leadership
and Community Protection Act (CLCPA). Our work is distinct, though, in focusing on courses of
action that can be taken at the scale of communities, institutions, enterprises and regional
networks. It is designed to achieve the Climate Act mandate, and do so in a way that pays serious
attention to equity and reinvestment in communities. We have mapped a path of actions that are
big enough to matter yet small enough to be within the control of local and regional collaborators.
This effort is a public-private partnership, jointly coordinated by the Hudson Valley Regional
Council and Sustainable Hudson Valley. HVRC is a Council of Governments dedicated to
infrastructure, resource management and economic development; its members are the seven
counties of the Mid-Hudson Region. Sustainable Hudson Valley is a regional nonprofit organization
formed in 2007; its mission is to speed up, scale up, jazz up and leverage progress against climate
change, creating communities where people and nature thrive. This cannot be done without an
integrated approach to climate protection that is tied to economic development, social and
environmental justice and connected, resilient communities.
To create this strategy, over 90 skilled volunteers have participated in nine subject-matter working
groups. This has been a vigorous, extended process of collaboration. More people have provided
feedback on the initial draft and made commitments to participate. Together, we have grappled
with the serious impacts of climate change. Many of us are excited about the spectrum of
opportunities to tackle them and the creative efforts already underway.
This project emerged from conversations among participants in the Mid-Hudson Regional
Sustainability Plan, funded and supported by NYSERDA’s Cleaner, Greener Communities program in
2012-13. We were excited, then, to see the state’s call for charting the course to an 80% reduction
in greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 and collaborative governance strategies to achieve it. At the
same time, we knew a collaborative effort was needed to translate the vision into clear pathways
for action, identify and engage responsible parties, and attract the significant resources required for
success. Meeting continuously ever since as the Mid-Hudson Regional Sustainability Coalition, we
have agreed that a new planning process is needed; New York’s CLCPA (often called the Climate
Act) provides a moment of opportunity.
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Climate Change in the Hudson Valley
Climate change is progressing dangerously. According to the National Climate Assessment, New York
State is experiencing changes faster than the national and global average. The baseline average
temperature in the Hudson Valley was 48-50 degrees F in the year 2000; by 2100 it is projected to be 5661 degrees F, an increase of 6-11 degrees. Heat waves are also projected to increase, with the possibility

Clim-Aid Report nyserda.ny.gov

Clim-Aid Report, 2014 update. nyserda.ny.gov

of up to 50 days over 90 degrees F by the 2050s. The
Hudson Valley has already experienced first-hand the
impacts from climate change (Hudson River Estuary
Program). In 2011, Hurricane Irene and Tropical
Storm Lee’s devastating rains flooded communities
throughout the Catskills and along the Hudson River.
Superstorm Sandy’s intense storm surge flooded New
York City and the Hudson Valley. The probability of
major 100-year-type storm events with associated
flooding is expected to increase over the next
decades, and the reality is already severe. Sullivan
County experienced a 500-year flood June 30, 2006,
and Delaware River border towns lost electricity for
up to ten days from Winter Storm Riley in March of
2018. Hurricane Ida, in 2021, brought record intensity
of rain, causing flash flooding and 16 deaths in New
York. These extremes are growing common.
Depending on the success of today’s work for climate
solutions, sea level rise by the end of the century
could be 4 - 6 feet. According to NOAA, the sea level
along the Battery in New York City has risen 9 inches
since 1950 with the rate speeding up to 1 inch every

7-8 years. Much of this rise has to do with sinking land along the east coast and a slowing of the Gulf
Stream. Since 1946, water temperature in the Hudson has increased 0.945 degrees C. These higher
temperatures may lead to lower dissolved oxygen levels in the water and a more stressful environment for
aquatic life. Serious flooding, droughts and saltwater intrusion from rising seas all result in pollution. This
threatens safe drinking water, a resource that 100,000 people now depend on the river to provide (Wu and
Journal). Rising river levels are already beginning to impact infrastructure (including rail, roads, marinas,
A Regional Climate Action Strategy for New York’s Hudson Valley
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businesses, treatment plants) and shoreline habitats as well.
A warmer climate has already brought an increase in mosquito and tick-borne disease and insect
pests to trees (like wooly adelgid harming hemlock trees in the Catskills) and crops (like the spotted
lanternfly threatening grapes and fruit trees). We’ve already seen the arrival of new tick species,
bringing a surge in cases of Lyme and other diseases.
The pollution and deforestation that cause climate change have roots in the industrial revolution.
But these impacts were not easy to document with the science of that era. Today, with the latest
report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, the extent and source of climate change
is clear. Human activity is “unequivocally” the cause. An increase of around 1.5C is likely as a best
case scenario. Rapid reductions in greenhouse gas emissions and increases in protecting natural
systems - this decade - are essential to prevent additional warming and greater harms. The report
shows scenarios that diverge more and more every decade depending on the choices that humans
make.
The roots of climate solutions are deep as well. We know how to heat and cool buildings without
fossil fuel. We know how to move people and goods with electric vehicles and mass transit. Low to
zero carbon technologies are rapidly mainstreaming, even for difficult processes like steelmaking.
The power of farms and forests to draw carbon out of the atmosphere is being documented and
tapped. Financial incentives for all these practices are expanding.
Over 60% of Americans say they are “concerned” or “alarmed” about climate change, a source of new
levels of political will and collaboration to change course (Leiserowitz, et al. 2021). As Paul Hawken,
the mastermind behind Project Drawdown, says, “We are at an inflection point; there is just about as
much money to be made in climate solutions as there is in business as usual” (Hawken, 2017). As
more and more people face the seriousness of the climate crisis -- and as the “just do it” movement
to implement solutions at the local level matures -- we believe there is an unprecedented
opportunity for positive change including active engagement of local and regional bodies,
communities, and businesses.
The opportunity of New York’s climate commitment
New York’s lawmakers have made a commitment to an ambitious goal: cutting greenhouse gas
emissions 85% from 1990 levels by mid-century and capturing the remaining emissions to keep
them out of the atmosphere. The law goes on to set specific targets for energy efficiency (185 T
BTU), solar (6 GW by 2025), offshore wind (9 GW by 2035) and energy storage (3 GW by 2030).
The state has backed up that commitment with action by creating the Climate Action Council with
associated Advisory Panels and Working Groups to develop a policy framework that is scientifically
well grounded, politically sound, consistent and equitable in bringing benefits to all New Yorkers.
We have watched closely as these groups have formulated recommendations to electrify
A Regional Climate Action Strategy for New York’s Hudson Valley
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transportation and upgrade transit, shift to renewable energy and storage with a modernized grid,
weatherize buildings at an unprecedented scale, promote regenerative farming and forestry, and
direct 35 - 40% of the necessary investments to communities that have been the victims of
environmental injustice.

NYS GHG emissions by sector, United States Department of Public
Safety

Since 2020, New York’s Climate Action Council has been tackling the tough work of translating these
goals into pathways of action and guiding policies. With expert members and advisory groups, and
with stakeholders who will be impacted, they have been working in public meetings and offline
research to develop a shared understanding of the policies that can support this enormous
transformation in a way that is fair to all parties from impacted communities to utilities and industry.
As our regional effort took form, the state CAC was drafting recommendations to be tied together
into a state Climate Action Plan that will be made public by the end of 2021 for comments and
refinement in 2022, and implementation starting in 2023. In the Hudson Valley, we have been
observing this work with appreciation as we embark on a parallel exploration of regional
opportunities.

A Regional Climate Action Strategy for New York’s Hudson Valley
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Pathways to Deep Decarbonization
While the changes that must be achieved are enormous, most of them can be accomplished with
currently available or soon-to-be-available technologies -- if they are rapidly scaled up. To
understand the opportunities along the timeline to 2050, New York commissioned a modeling study,
Pathways to Deep Decarbonization. It considers the evolution of technologies and markets, policy
drivers and major strategies that will be needed in the short, medium and longer term. It identifies
four pillars of decarbonization:
Energy efficiency and conservation;
Switching to low-carbon fuels;
Decarbonizing electricity supply; and
Negative emissions technologies (those that absorb or sequester greenhouse gases).

United States Department of Public Safety
The Pathways study highlights the progress that can be made right now, using currently available
technologies such as solar and wind power, battery storage, electric vehicles and appliances, heat
pumps, building insulation and efficiency. It emphasizes immediate opportunities to grow sales of
high efficiency appliances, LED lighting, heat pump space and water heaters, and electric light-duty
vehicles. It shows the real possibility of moving these technologies into dominance in the
marketplace within the decade. It also calls for steps to create a supportive policy climate and public
investment in new large-scale solar and wind power generation facilities. Farther down the timeline,
the study focuses on newer technologies that are still in development. We have used this framework
as a source of guidance as we focus on regional climate action using widely available, cost-effective
approaches.

A Regional Climate Action Strategy for New York’s Hudson Valley
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United States Department of Public Safety
Why regional?
We believe in New York’s regional approach to planning, and in the potential of the Hudson Valley
region to implement innovative climate protection strategies that may serve as a model for the
state. Regions are small enough that active citizens and organizations can build understanding and
working relationships for direct positive action. At the same time, they are big enough to make a
difference in terms of emissions reduction. Within a region, communities, institutions and
workplaces can develop collaborative projects and learn from one another. Services and resources
can be aggregated for economies of scale. Regional media can bring awareness and understanding
into communities and build participation, creating feedback systems for positive action. And to make
sure that climate action strategies are rolled out with equity and inclusion, the relationships
embedded in local communities and regions are essential.
The Hudson Valley properly prides itself in being a birthplace of the environmental movement, and
in more recent years it has been a magnet for innovative thinkers in technology, business,
architecture, agriculture and the arts who are inventing new ways of doing business and employing
people with a lighter environmental footprint and a passion for equity and inclusion. Our Regional
Climate Action Strategy is designed to engage and support the creative economy, broadly defined,
and to be disruptive in a positive, inspiring way.

A Regional Climate Action Strategy for New York’s Hudson Valley
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About This Strategy
This Action Strategy is the result of more than a year’s investigation and deliberation by over 70
skilled volunteers representing a diverse range of organizations. Participants have studied the
timeline to the state’s 2030, 2040 and 2050 goals, and the resources available to work with (as
captured in the NYS Pathways to Deep Decarbonization study). We have used our imagination to
identify programs and projects that will achieve the goals.
This is an experiment. We are the first region to undertake it. We do not have any official
relationship with the Climate Action Council, but we have communicated regularly with their staff.
We appreciate their guidance and support.
This is a strategic framework to guide near-term coordinated action and describe a path forward for
regional collaboration. It is not a fully detailed plan. It has been created while the Climate Act policy
framework is still in development, and will be refined as the policy landscape is clarified. As state
policies are firmed up, we hope they will encourage more formal regional planning and provide
funding for the more in-depth, data-driven work that will ultimately be needed to ensure that plans
are adequate to meet the goals. What we are offering is a common vision of practical, strategic work
that can be started now.
The implementation of the Climate Act will touch every aspect of our economy and communities.
The financial resources and creative attention that will be mobilized by the implementation of this
far-reaching law provide economic opportunities and a chance to reinvent local communities. This is
a source of fresh opportunity for our communities, workplaces, schools and institutions, if it is
translated into courses of action that can be taken at the local level, and if we can come together to
create a meaningful support system for that action. We are offering this guiding framework for
collaborative action, in a spirit of excitement and with a sense of responsibility, knowing there is no
time to waste.

Aerial view of the Hudson Valley, Courtesy of Brian Rychcik
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RAPIDLY SCALING SOLUTIONS
Energy Transformation: Renewables and Efficiency
Transportation
Materials Management
Water
Agriculture, Forestry and Land Use
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ENERGY TRANSFORMATION:
RENEWABLES AND EFFICIENCY
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Energy Transformation

The Climate Act’s statewide targets for renewable energy and energy-efficiency are more ambitious
than any historic goals New York has set, by an order of magnitude. This call to action is also a call
to imagination, as we all come to terms with the pace and scale of change that is needed.

Carbon Reduction

Distributed Solar

Offshore Wind

85% REDUCTION FROM
1990 BY

STATEWIDE TARGET OF
6GW BY

STATEWIDE TARGET OF
9GW BY

2050

2025

2035

Energy Efficiency

Energy Storage

185 TRILLION BTU
BELOW FORECAST BY

STATEWIDE TARGET OF
3GW BY

2025

2030

Today, statewide, renewable energy provides 27% of New York’s energy: 22% from hydro, 3% from
wind and 2% from solar. To meet the state’s 2030 goals, 43% more of our power must be
renewable, requiring a much faster build-out than ever before.4 Installed solar capacity in the
Hudson Valley has grown rapidly in the last few years, with over 400 MW in the seven counties as of

Raw data source: https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/NY-Sun/Solar-Data-Maps/Statewide-Projects
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2020 and a projected growth of 4,117 MW in the next five years. This positions our region to deliver
⅔ of the state’s 2025 goal -- in theory -- and to be in the middle of all the potential land use
controversies related to this unfolding process. Major investments in offshore wind have been
recently made by the state. Existing and committed projects total 63,317 GWh, some of which could
contribute to the Hudson Valley’s energy supply from as nearby as Long Island Sound.
As a key technology to enable the mainstreaming of intermittent energy sources like such as solar
and wind, energy storage has been a longstanding state commitment. This flexible set of
technologies includes batteries, flywheels, pumped hydroelectric, compressed air and thermal
technologies. It can be deployed in a wide variety of locations including microgrids; an especially
attractive site type for large-scale energy storage is closed power plants such as Indian Point which
has the wires, transformers and other infrastructure in place. The state has created an Energy
Storage Road Map, guidance and incentives for local policies and codes, and has invested in the
technology development consortium NY-BEST. By the end of 2019, funding had been awarded or
contracted for 706 MW, the first 47% of the 2025 goal, for large storage installations mostly in
metropolitan areas (including some in Westchester County).
Energy efficiency is a critical underpinning of the shift to renewables. Heating and cooling of
buildings accounts for approximately 30% of greenhouse gas emissions in New York State.
Retrofitting older buildings, including the residential neighborhoods of many New York
communities, is going to be a complicated and costly process -- it will not happen without local
organizing and massive financial and administrative support. But it is unwise and probably
impossible to “electrify everything” without first taking reasonable measures to reduce a given
facility’s need for heat and its existing electrical load.
Solar Power
2%

Other Renewable Sources
25%

Non Renewable Sources
73%

2021 NY Energy Sources

Solar Power
28%

Other Renewable Sources
15%

Non Renewable Sources
57%

2030 NY Energy Source Projections
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Overcoming barriers: grid capacity
Scaling renewable energy up to be the dominant source of power will require a redesign of the
electric grid. We need an energy distribution system that can receive electricity from homes and
businesses when they produce more than they need -- that is bidirectional rather than the current
one-way system -- and that is hospitable to the addition of Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) of
up to 5 MW as well as large, utility-scale solar arrays. The system will also need to adapt to
continuous change in the distribution of power sources as technology evolves and local developers
and communities capture opportunities for new renewable generating projects. Increasingly,
opportunities also exist for intelligent systems to shift and manage loads in ways that will save
energy overall; utilities and communities should seek opportunities to invest in such systems. Given
the increasing number of powerful storms, grid improvements should also take care to provide for
increasing resilience through local storage and islandable energy sources (microgrids). This will
require major investment from some combination of utilities, developers, government and other
interests. With the announcement that the expanded gas fired Danskammer and Astoria base-load
plants will not be permitted, the urgency of the transition to renewables and the required grid
upgrades are brought even more sharply into focus.
New York, at the state level, is still determining the formula for cost-sharing this massive budget
among state and federal agencies, utilities, energy developers, and other interests. The state has
commissioned and received a study of grid upgrade needs from the Joint Utilities, and all interested
parties are exploring next steps. Hudson Valley communities can and should pay close attention to
this policymaking to ensure equitable outcomes for low income residents, renewable energy
businesses, and communities.
Since passage of the Climate Act, a state priority has been upgrading major transmission lines
including those along the Hudson River that are needed to transmit more electricity from
renewable resources such as wind and hydro. These lines will also support the development and
delivery of power from utility
scale solar facilities but are not
expected to make allowance
either for interconnection of new
generating systems along their
path or for offloading power in
emergency or other situations. At
the same time, there is a need to
focus investment on upgrades to
each utility’s distribution systems
to remove bottlenecks to more
decentralized renewable energy
at scales from community down to
sites like residential and
A Regional Climate Action Strategy for New York’s Hudson Valley
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commercial rooftops, parking lots, brownfields and other lands that are most suitable in each
community. Making the most of these distributed opportunities is essential for resilience, and for
equitably distributing economic benefits. However, the sheer scale of renewable energy
development that is needed makes additional large-scale construction important as well. The CLEAN
Coalition, a national strategy group, proposes a “100% renewable energy end-game” that strikes a
balance between these types with
25% local, interconnected within the distribution grid and facilitating resilience without
dependence on the transmission grid.
75% remote, dependent on the transmission grid for serving loads.
Investments in these two types of grid upgrades are not alternative pathways; they are both
essential and needed in a timely manner so that all parties who are motivated to develop solar are
able to do so and grid development proceeds in the most resilient, cost-effective manner.
Overcoming Barriers: Land Use Priorities
Scaling up renewable energy will also require tackling hard choices in land use so that the benefits
of new renewable generation do not unnecessarily compete with other important land uses such as
agriculture, forestry, open space protection and historic preservation. New York has created the
Office of Renewable Energy Siting (ORES) to provide guidance and resolve siting disputes. But this
alone will not resolve all controversies -- ORES has already been the subject of one lawsuit by an
unhappy developer. Hudson Valley communities value home rule and local autonomy, so local
governments and community organizations are at the front lines for dealing with these
controversies.
The scale of renewable energy development needed to meet the Climate Act goals virtually assures
that some projects will be sited on agricultural land…

A Regional Climate Action Strategy for New York’s Hudson Valley
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Research by Perez et al shows that -- even if renewable energy were sited on all available sites that
are already-disturbed lands such as parking lots and utility rights-of-way -- additional sites would be
needed. The good news is that the needed acreage is a small percentage of the existing open space
in upstate New York. But this does not make local siting decisions less difficult.
Perez’ research also reveals the pace of new solar development needed to meet the Climate Act
goals, and the trade-off between distributed resources and numbers of installations needed. Even if
the average system is large by current standards, the number of facilities needed would be in the
thousands, making it virtually impossible to meet the goals without including some extremely large
installations in the mix.
To reduce tensions between renewable energy development and farmland protection, New York has
passed a law requiring pollinator friendly planting practices on solar farms. In addition, Scenic
Hudson has created a decision tool using maps of existing land uses, How to Solar Now, to help
developers and communities identify sites on already disturbed land such as brown-fields, landfills,
superfund sites, or land with limited productive value for farming and forestry. But rational decision
tools alone will not prevent conflicts of interest and values among advocates of renewable energy
projects, open space, farm and forest protection and historic preservation that continue to slow the
rollout of renewable energy. The same is true where there are hydropower opportunities, with nearly
inevitable tensions with water resources and watershed protection. The same is true where there are
hydropower opportunities, with nearly inevitable tensions with water resources and watershed
protection. Active education and facilitation, as well as local and regional planning will be needed to
establish local priorities with less polarization and more resourceful identification of options.
Overcoming Barriers: Building Upgrades and Electrification
Building heating and cooling also require transformative change, to reduce and eventually zero out
dependence on fossil fuels. New York has some of the country’s oldest building stock -- millions of
buildings of irregular design, many historic, more that were built without attention to energy
performance and in many cases are difficult to retrofit for energy efficiency.
New York has invested in a wide array of sophisticated energy efficiency technologies and programs,
including but not limited to outreach and technical assistance for residents and businesses,
technology development, and incentive programs to drive reduction in peak demand. While much
has been accomplished, these programs are not operating at the needed scale or with the needed
penetration of the market. This must include professionally air sealing and properly insulating these
dwellings to be sure that the energy upgrades are not done at the expense of indoor air quality and
occupant health. The NYS Department of Public Service reports that less than 1% of currently
eligible low- and middle-income people who could benefit from programs that support retrofits
have completed weatherization programs in New York State.

A Regional Climate Action Strategy for New York’s Hudson Valley
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Over the years, NYSERDA has rolled out a variety of approaches to these building upgrades,
generating valuable information about what works and what approaches need to be refined. The
agency is in the process of redesigning many of these programs with an expanded focus on low to
moderate income households that have the greatest challenges in affording the energy upgrades
that can ultimately save them money. The New York Green Bank is also developing next-generation
programs for making clean energy financing and investment opportunities accessible to low income
New Yorkers.
To complement state financial incentives, financing through every local bank and credit union
should be available to the public. Next-generation energy-efficiency programs will be essential for
meeting Climate Act goals. Their development must be guided by the expertise of the Building
Science and Building Performance industry in order to ensure customized results and to incorporate
health and safety benefits as well as energy savings.
Those earning the least tend to spend the most on energy and on transportation as well. But these
households by no means all live in state-designated disadvantaged communities. Tenants are
especially limited in their options and subject to landlords’ decisions. Coordinated effort at the local
level is needed to bring existing resources for single family and multifamily building energy retrofits
and also for electric vehicle charging systems, used EVs and electric bikes, all into circulation for
tenants and homeowners in low income neighborhoods throughout the region.
Greater pace and scale are needed for all these efforts to come close to achieving the Climate Act
goals. At the same time, building retrofitting is a complex practice that cannot be oversimplified in
the interest
of momentum. Industry professionals and associations such as the Building Performance
5
Institute emphasize that even buildings of the same general age and architectural type can differ
quite significantly in their energy performance. Contractors performing building upgrades should be
allowed and incentivized to provide customized solutions that bring each building to its full
potential for low to zero carbon operation, and that maximize the associated benefits such as
indoor air quality. Training more technicians to carry out this essential work is equally critical.

A Regional Climate Action Strategy for New York’s Hudson Valley
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For Rapid Electrification: Innovation
A fundamental strategy for achieving Climate Act goals is rapid electrification to replace fossilgenerated heating, cooling and mobility. This will increase demands on the grid by an estimated
50% (Daly). It is essential for this transition to be sequenced so that buildings are upgraded for
efficiency before they are electrified, and so that the rollout of renewables is coordinated with scaleup of electric vehicles (e.g. through renewable installations at commuter hubs such as train stations
where EV charging needs to expand). This coordination could be achieved through a requirement
that consumers must take steps to maximize energy efficiency in order to access state financial
incentives when buying renewable energy systems. Without attention to managing growth in
demand for power through serious commitment to efficiency, the already enormous challenge of
modernizing and managing the grid will be even more difficult.
The growth in uptake of renewable energy systems will involve significant learning and adaptation
as successes are achieved and replicated. While NYSERDA’s role will always be central, the clean
energy ecosystem is diversifying. Leadership and innovation from diverse parties will be valuable.
Entrepreneurial approaches like Bloc Power’s financing and turnkey management of multifamily
building retrofits can bring in diverse approaches and enhance learning. Innovation is also needed to
ensure the broadest possible array of sources of funding and financing.
Capturing Opportunity: Building a Strategic Consensus
At this point, there is widespread acceptance of the Climate Act and cooperation with its mandates.
But there is no consensus among stakeholders about how to proceed. Today in our region, there are
bitter disputes about the construction of a gas-fired energy generating facility at Danskammer and
the continuing operation of others; there is questioning of the entire notion that gas should be
considered a “bridge” fuel. Opponents of new fossil powered construction point to how far we have
exceeded our carbon budget, and the likelihood that constructing fossil powered facilities will lead
them to remain online for the decades needed for investments to be recovered -- or will lead to
millions of dollars of stranded assets that utility customers will end up paying for. Utilities point out
that managing the intermittent resources of solar and wind during the transition require some
stabilizing strategy, whether it takes the form of energy storage or additional generating capacity
that is not intermittent. The need for transitional energy supply and the dangers of reliance on fossil
fuels may both be true, requiring a major negotiation among interests and creative problem-solving.
In some regions and communities, energy transition planning has been accomplished by bringing
stakeholders together to set priorities and agree on strategies. The Long Island Road Map was
developed by The Nature Conservancy with a steering committee of stakeholders that included local
and county governments and the Long Island Power Authority. It built a consensus among the
parties on preferable types of sites for renewable energy. The utility in that process was municipally
rather than investor-owned, which may have made that situation easier. Still, some of the decisions
before us in the Hudson Valley might be a fit for this kind of process, with benefits to all parties.
A Regional Climate Action Strategy for New York’s Hudson Valley
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A new NYSERDA program, Regional Clean Energy Hubs, has been created to provide a “holistic,
multidisciplinary approach to ensure that all New Yorkers have equal access to the benefits of the
State’s clean energy transition.” Clean Energy Hubs are a platform for collaborative work by energy
outreach and service providers, social service agencies, housing organizations and community based
organizations that serve low income households and disadvantaged communities. Through their call
for collaboration, these partnerships stand to provide the basis for dialogue and coordination among
diverse interests, and support better consensus building over time. These circumstances lead us to
four strategies for energy to decarbonize power generation and buildings. Therefore our overall
strategy for regional energy transformation begins with building a platform for collaboration, then
supporting local consensus building on the best renewable energy sites and negotiating the
necessary grid interconnection to develop these renewable resources.

CLIMATE ACTION STRATEGIES FOR ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
Strategy #EN1: Participate in the regional Clean Energy Hub through NYSERDA’s new program,
bringing together diverse stakeholders that provide energy efficiency and clean energy outreach
services, technical resources and incentives, and additional stakeholders serving communities such
as housing and social service partners. Through the Hub, organize energy outreach services for
buildings and communities, guided by building science and develop a comprehensive outreach
initiative to reach building owners at the necessary pace and help residents and renters to maximize
their access to energy efficiency and clean energy.
Strategy #EN2: Conduct an extensive, ongoing educational effort about best practices in renewable
energy siting and land use including erosion control and pollinator-friendly practices, technical
assistance resources such as the Scenic Hudson Solar Mapping decision tool, models of 100%
renewable energy planning, and the goals of the Climate Act.
Strategy #EN3: Work with motivated communities to identify optimal, least controversial sites for
solar and other low-impact local renewables (e.g. hydro, biogas) using decision tools and facilitated
support, and where there is interest create 100% renewable energy action plans. In the process,
identify areas of grid constraint and begin working with the utilities to resolve.
Strategy #EN4: Work with local governments, community-based organizations and other local
partners in low income and historically disadvantaged communities to provide energy efficiency
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upgrades at the needed scale. Support these communities in setting their own priorities and making
them clear to the Climate Action Council and supporting agencies.
Strategy #EN5: Expand the priorities of Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) programs to go
beyond the purchase of energy supply and adopt an explicit focus on creating energy efficient,
healthy homes, along with demand reduction, district energy, and other forms of local distributed
renewable energy. Bring local neighborhood and municipal leaders together to democratize energy
decision-making, improve living conditions, and build community sustainability and resilience as a
critical aspect of the successful response to climate change.
Strategy #EN6: Building on lessons learned and relationships developed during the first five
initiatives, bring energy system stakeholders together to establish common priorities for a Regional
Renewable Energy Implementation Plan; use this as a framework for investment in grid upgrades, in
order to align renewable energy development, distribution system modernization, land use choices
and community sensibilities so that renewables are installed where they make the most sense, with
a fair approach to grid modernization and with a minimum of local conflict.
Conclusion
Through its committed investment in educating communities and deploying clean energy
technologies to date, New York State has created more than the numerical results achieved through
its programs. It has built up a broad network of informed, motivated, often passionate entrepreneurs,
policy experts and advocates who operate throughout the state. In the Hudson Valley, that network
is increasingly well organized and committed to improving access to state resources and providing a
ground-truthed understanding of the conditions needed to achieve the critical goals of the Climate
Act.
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CRITICAL PATH

2022-23
Initial rounds of municipal solar site mapping and 100% renewable energy planning,
design and launch education/ outreach program,
develop engagement program to support and empower “disadvantaged communities” to set
agendas for the clean energy transition and climate justice on their own terms;
develop Regional Clean Energy Hub initiative;
engage current and potential CCA providers to upgrade and expand offerings to provide
additional services connected with building energy upgrades;
Expand this conceptual road map into a more concrete, utility-by-utiilty Regional Renewable
Energy Implementation Plan that builds upon the above and is informed by emerging state
climate policy.
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Electrification: recharge, incentivize, educate
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Transportation
Transportation is the largest segment of the Hudson Valley’s carbon footprint., including private
cars, fleets, commercial transport and air travel. While there are rail and bus options along major
corridors, getting around from town to town and commuting to work are car dependent activities for
many people in the Hudson Valley. One set of strategies, therefore, revolves around technology
changes to build a highly efficient, electrified transportation system. Another set of strategies –
every bit as important – revolves around increasing mobility options. We must make it easy,
convenient and desirable for people to move around on foot, bicycle and boat, and to use transit to
get to their destinations comfortably and safely. In keeping with the Climate Act mandate of
completely decarbonizing the transportation sector, our regional strategies address this full
spectrum of needs and opportunities.
Strategy cluster: Efficiency through electrification
Electric vehicles: could faster be easier?
There are over 30 makes and models of electric cars on the market for ordinary passenger
transportation, and several major automakers (including GM) have made commitments to phase out
internal combustion engine powered cars. EVs are an increasingly common sight on the roads of the
Hudson Valley, but they were only about 2.5% of the new car market in 2020 (up from 1.4% in 2019).
A commitment to electric vehicles is at the heart of the state’s Climate Act strategy for
transportation. Making this transition on the ground requires three factors:
Education and incentives to motivate drivers;
Widespread access to charging;
EV supply combined with education and engagement of dealerships for effective EV sales.
These conditions for change need to be created in a coordinated manner. Otherwise, motivated EV
purchasers may be discouraged by inadequate or inconvenient charging – or by salespeople who
don’t understand or care about the cars, or a lack of EV inventory at the dealerships.
Coordination is needed for another reason. EVs are only as clean as the electricity it uses. If the
transition to EV takes place faster than the shift to renewable energy to power them, the benefits of
clean energy electrified vehicles will not be fully realized. Drivers who want to get off fossil fuels
will only be as clean as the power they source.
A coordinated EV rollout and renewable generating capacity can be improved in several ways.
Locally, residents and small businesses can be encouraged to switch to solar and storage solutions
(including community solar) along with buying or leasing EVs. Solar-EV integration can also be
showcased in public spaces such as rail and bus stations and park-and-rides by installing solar
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canopies and EV charging. In these situations, electric
vehicles at public chargers are actually serving as
energy storage and laying the foundation for “vehicle
to grid” systems that can store power from renewable
sources while improving the efficiency of the grid.
Electric buses, light and heavy-duty trucks are
demonstrated technologies that are becoming
economically competitive to transport people and
goods, especially with the support of NYS financial
incentives. Communities and transportation fleet
operators are beginning to replace dirty transit and
school buses with electric counterparts. While first
costs are higher, operating costs are substantially lower
for electric trucks and buses, which have fewer parts
needing repair.
Charging electric buses can also cost less than conventional diesel fuel, but this depends on utility
rate structures. Ulster County Area Transit, for example, which has committed to fully transitioning
its fleet to all electric buses, was concerned that electricity costs will be substantially higher than its
current diesel expenditures, despite the much greater efficiency of electric buses, because of highdemand charges. As this strategy was being finalized, the joint utilities had been directed by the
Public Service Commission to review their demand charges to address this exact issue and tackle rate
redesign in support of the CLCPA.
Electric school buses are already in use in White Plains and Croton. The process of procuring them
shows two other primary needs: financing resources and a new way of thinking that focuses on
lifecycle economics rather than only up-front costs. Because schools are administered locally, and
changes in their technologies will be seen and experienced by children and families, an initial focus
on school buses, among large vehicle types for electrification, will have the highest leverage in
educating communities.
Strategy #T1, then, is “acceleration through coordination”: lay the groundwork for a coherent shift to
electric transportation with an integrated, 2-year campaign to place chargers in a majority of
commercial districts, transit hubs, and community institutions such as libraries, senior centers, and
multifamily housing; encourage and train dealerships to feature EVs, and get the public excited about
electric cars. By organizing to overcome these barriers with many partners, we will create the
conditions for a coherent scale-up of electric vehicle adoption. Success in actually making EVs the
“new normal” -- in the corridor that connects New York City and Albany – will reverberate beyond
our region.
Strategy #T2 Plan for the concerted development of electric vehicle charging capacity and renewable
supply through marketplace campaigns and visible public projects integrating renewables, storage
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and EV charging at transit hubs and in parking lots (e.g. solar canopies).
Strategy #T3: Mount a concerted educational campaign for school district stakeholders throughout
the region, coupled with financing support for upfront costs, followed by ongoing advocacy and
support to persuade a majority of school districts to switch to electric buses.
Electrifying transit is entirely possible with existing technology. For example, Dutch commuter rail
has been 100% powered by wind energy since 2017.
Strategy #T4: Ensure transit bus fleets and rail services accelerate their plans to electrify and
support this transition. Call on counties and MPOs to reopen transportation improvement programs,
and transit agencies to set a deadline and create a strategy for electrifying their fleets. Open a
dialogue with electric utilities and the Department of Public Service around adjustment of demand
charge structures to make electric bus charging cost effective relative to fossil fuel costs. Call for
renewed state incentives to electrify transit, with coordination among all parties to tackle this major
task and create a sustainable energy profile for transit systems.
Strategy #T5: Create an outreach campaign for small businesses and especially the industries that
rely on small pickup trucks (e.g. building trades, landscaping, hauling); work with dealerships to
ensure vehicle availability and affordability (for example, by supporting the used EV marketplace
and by publicizing the low-cost leases available for many models); find champions who are
enthusiastic about driving them.
An EV Conversion Industry
As more and more drivers trade in their gas powered cars for EVs, those trade-ins have to go
somewhere and may well be re-sold in places with less rigorous environmental goals. To prevent the
exporting of our pollution to our neighbors in less ambitious states or abroad, we need a disruptive
strategy for getting those internal combustion engines – if not the entire vehicles – out of
circulation. Currently, vehicle conversion is a boutique industry for enthusiasts, mainly for luxury and
vintage cars. There are conversion kits for some makes and models, but the work is labor intensive
and the converted vehicles tend to be pricey. As far as we know, there is no coordinated effort to
tackle this challenge, which should be the responsibility of the auto industry. The challenge is
technological and financial, and most likely requires federal and industry cooperation. The legal
principle of “extended producer responsibility” for product recycling is well established in consumer
product industries (e.g. electronics) but a requirement to get internal combustion engines off the
roads has not yet become part of the EV conversation.
Strategy #T6: Investigate the technical, financial and policy context for ICE-to-EV conversion;
advocate for supportive policies by the northeast states (which are currently organized in an EV
promotion consortium with industry) and/or federal government.
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Not just cars: bikes, boats and more
Any vehicle can be electrified. The Hudson Valley is an exciting place to experiment with a wide
range of vehicles to maximize community benefits and seriously tackle transportation emissions. In
addition to passenger cars and buses, two types of EV are especially interesting for our region: bikes
and boats.

Solar-powered boat Solaris

Electric-assisted bicycle technology is advancing rapidly. Although it’s convenient to think of E-bikes
as bicycles with electric motors that make it easier for older adults to continue cycling, in many
communities they are replacing traditional bicycles in bike share programs. E-bikes can offer a
realistic alternative to cars in Hudson Valley communities. They are particularly attractive in many
neighborhoods referenced in this Climate Action Strategy because:
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They make the challenging hills of the Hudson Valley melt away, enabling folks of various
physical ability to travel easily around town while riding a bike
Parking isn’t a problem. E-bike users can usually park closer to their destination than drivers who
need to settle for a spot farther away. Parking lots often take up more land than the
corresponding building associated with it, roughly 270 square feet per parking spot. A bike
would only require a sliver of land, make it possible to transition away from car dependence to a
multi-modal future;
E-bikes are a practical option for people who cannot or choose not to own a car -- or cannot get
a driver’s license for some other reason. Households with limited income who can’t buy a car are
more likely to afford an e-bike because they are cheaper to buy, more reliable than used cars,
and don’t require registration or auto insurance.
Because they don’t emit any greenhouse gases, E-bikes are greener to operate than internal
combustion or hybrid vehicles.
.
However, it’s not enough to say “EVs and E-bikes for everyone: Climate crisis solved!” Without
sufficient safe bicycle infrastructure and financial inducements, people will remain reluctant to shift
their habitual reliance on cars. A pilot project which focuses on an area where people have short
commutes to work (example: the immediate catchment area for a local employer), appropriate
cycling infrastructure (bike lanes, charging stations, secure bike racks) linked with financial
incentives (a tax credit system like one now operating in Vermont for participants who take an ebike to work) can create press and social media buzz that can help change the way suburbanites
think about using E-Bikes for more than weekend recreation for older adults.
Strategy #T7: Install renewably powered, resilient charging systems for EV at commuter hubs
Areas such as transit commuter parking lots, and municipal fleet storage areas can be retrofitted
with renewable energy and storage microgrids to enable renewable charging for EVs and promote
local energy security. These installations can be designed to serve as energy storage areas for
emergency use such as a staging area for disaster relief for the local, state, or federal government.
These areas will need to be selected for their own resilient features such as elevation from
floodplains and proximity to the power grid. The Metropolitan transportation Authority (MTA) has
joined the Paris Climate Agreement as a carbon-intensive agency and begun with commitments to
create large renewable energy installations on several facilities in the five boroughs. With
additional Federal and state transportation funding, there is an expanded opportunity to plan for
resilient solar and storage installations at and around transit hubs.
Strategy #T8: Build the market for electric-assisted bicycles. Inventory bike shops throughout the
Hudson Valley and identify those that now sell electric-assisted bikes; incorporate e-bikes into our
EV outreach campaign and advocate for generous state incentives for purchasing them.
An exciting opportunity for reducing the emissions of shipping and long distance transportation is
renewed use of the Hudson River for solar-powered and sailing vessels to move people and goods.
Water-based transportation is dramatically more energy-efficient than land-based alternatives and
is free of the monumental costs associated with highway maintenance. The European Union has
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invested substantial research and development funding into large-scale solar and wind powered

vessels as a mainstream alternative to fossil powered ships for ocean transportation. The Center for
Post-Carbon Logistics, based in Ulster County, has extensively studied the potential for renewably
powered shipping on the Hudson, and has identified a short list of priority vessels to be prototyped
by Hudson Valley shipyards: 
a 100′ transatlantic and/or Caribbean electric clipper,
a 65′ River and Coastal Sharpie Schooner,
a 45′ solar electric motor/sailing “pickup of the sea,”
and an Eriemax solar electric canal barge.
New York, with its network of waterways connecting the Great Lakes to the Hudson, New York
Harbor and the ocean, has a leadership opportunity in growing this industry.
Strategy #T9: Support the construction of a solar and sail freight fleet, the expansion of ferry routes
across the Hudson, and plan for resilient ports with the capacity to support those fleets including
substantial renewable electric power and charging capability.
Biofuel for hard-to-electrify transportation needs
There is debate on what constitutes “renewable” or “sustainable” biofuel and the risks of false
solutions. For example, biogas that is interchangeable with fracked gas in the distribution system
may actually extend dependence on gas for utility power production. However, biogas that is
produced from organic waste that is diverted from landfills, and that is used near the site of
production, is a legitimate option for transportation and heavy equipment uses, especially those that
are difficult to electrify. Hudson Valley Biogas is a new consortium of researcher-advocates that has
developed a strategic plan for a network of distributed biogas production sites designed to align
with New York’s new food waste composting law which requires that food wastes be processed
within 25 miles of their source. Their vision includes multiple feedstocks (food waste, invasive
plants, purified manure and sewage sludge) and processes to maximize climate benefits, not only
from a carbon reduction standpoint but also through ecosystem services such as production of
biochar. Initial partners include municipal resource recovery facilities, large food waste generators,
and riverfront communities with invasive species problems.

Strategy #T10: Support the creation of a scaled-up organics recycling ecosystem designed for
carbon sequestration, local transportation fuel production and waste minimization.
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Strategy Cluster: Expanding mobility choices
The Hudson Valley is blessed with an extensive network of trails that can be used for recreation and
in some cases for commuting and commerce. It is possible to cycle the length of Ulster County, or
from Croton into New York City. Communities are increasingly paying attention to “first and last
mile” connections between trails and population centers – for example, in Kingston, where a trail
extension has connected the low income neighborhood of Midtown with the local supermarket for
easy pedestrian access. However, there are significant challenges between getting from home to
work, or either destination to shopping, on roads and streets which are unfriendly at best and often
dangerous to cyclists and E-Bike riders
Trails and transit are both under-utilized resources compared to the opportunity they present for
multiple uses from recreation to commuting and cargo bikes. Trails have value for selective use of
first-and-last mile transportation of farm goods and other products using electric-assist
technologies.
Bike Lanes: “Build It and They Will Come”
Separated bicycle lanes are a rarity in the region, despite the fact that many west of Hudson
communities have been recreational cycling destinations for decades. The challenge is to build on
this recreational use and provide a bicycle network that 1) makes casual, errand oriented local
cyclists feel safe to cycle around town and leave their cars at home and 2) connects people and
places efficiently, without significantly increasing travel times (e.g. by paralleling existing roads
without re-routing cyclists into less convenient and longer routes); and 3) makes it realistic and safe
for people without cars to use bicycles as a primary mode of transportation.
Capacity building is needed throughout the system to increase trail use, as well as to optimize bus
routes for community needs and upgrade the system for increased rider comfort and convenience.
Amenities for cyclists and for EV drivers – such as charging stations near trailheads and lockboxes
for valuables – should be installed in tandem with initiatives to encourage more walking and
cycling. Making these amenities widely available will be a capital-intensive effort that is probably
best tackled as a public-private partnership, possibly involving crowd-sourcing platforms and local
investment opportunities as well as federal and state resources for congestion mitigation and air
quality. Building public interest and demand will need to be aligned with rolling out this
infrastructure.
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Case study: Cycling in the Lower Hudson Valley - Nyack, NY

Prior to the opening of The Path on the Mario Cuomo Tappan Zee Bridge, Nyack and its
adjacent Hudson River villages would get as many as 5,000 cyclists visiting on a busy
summer weekend. Today, The Path, which opened in June 2020, averages just short of
10,0ı00 visitors a month evenly split between walkers and cyclists. However, very few of
those visitors are extending their trip to the Nyack and Piermont business district, and local
chambers of commerce are looking for ways to increase traffic to local businesses. There is a
contentious relationship between drivers and cyclists who “share the road.” An integrated
way to tackle these issues would be to add a new paved bike path to the existing Esposito
Trail between Nyack and Piermont, and implement a planned bike path between South
Nyack and the Village of Nyack. This project would promote safety by removing at least 65%
of bike traffic on local roads and putting cyclists in a protected spaıce. It could also be
designed to improve drainage on the Esposito Trail, which frequently floods. And more active
transportation benefits public health and air quality as well.
Some funding has been allocated for these path improvements through the TAP program.
Numerous grants are available, and there are supportive allies including local governments,
tourism groups and bike clubs. These improvements have also been recommended in the
2015 Village of Nyack TAP project and the 2018 Nyack Bike/Walk Master Plan, but
implementation has not begun.
Could the requirements of the Climate Act help to translate this vision into action? Are the
times changing in ways that support projects like this? The pandemic has put more people
on the street -- cycling or walking -- than ever before. The growing popularity of eBikes makes
formidable Hudson Valley hill melt away, overcoming previous reasons not to ride bicycles
locally. Greater "green" consciousness in river villages will support best practices to lowering
GHG emissions, and the 2018 Greater Nyack Bike Walk Master Plan study/project staged
public events to gather input from cyclists, pedestrians, motorists about bike/walk conditions;
250+ people were engaged through mailing list, updates and public meetings. The case
exists to create a safer path which will benefit businesses, recreation and public health, and
the Climate Act could be a catalyst for making it happen.
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Commuter lines and stations support transit-oriented development providing areas where housing
and residents are accessible to the city and neighboring towns by train instead of relying on cars. A
“low hanging fruit” for reducing the footprint of passenger car travel is improving access to, and use
of, our existing rail and bus networks. This includes upgrading amenities, transparency and
modernization of timetable data, and capacity building to run more frequent service with lower
headways by reviving old right-of-ways and rail service for passengers and freight. Mid-Hudson
counties should work with both NJT and MetroNorth to expand access on the west of Hudson
service. Equally important is making it easy and convenient for people to use multi-modal
transportation in a flexible manner to get where they want to go.
Strategy #T11: Empower multi-modal transportation Inform and empower people in the use of
multi-modal transportation flexibly to meet their needs. Create a comprehensive, visually appealing
asset map “Getting Around the Hudson Valley.” Develop a partnership that includes land trusts,
school districts, transportation agencies and other stakeholders to plan, fund and install bike and Ebike amenities and EV charging and fill gaps in connectivity for pedestrian and bicycle mobility
throughout the region.
Strategy #T12: Passenger regional rail access Improve passenger regional rail access and reach
through advocacy with Amtrak and the federal government.
Strategy #T13: Improve and modernize the bus network Improve and modernize the bus network to
meet the demand for moving people conveniently and comfortably where they need and want to go.
The lowest-cost way to reduce the Hudson Valley’s transportation footprint is to reduce the need for
travel. The COVID-19 pandemic brought new levels of comfort with remote work that should be
encouraged as an option for the occupations and circumstances that make sense.
Strategy #T14: Improve incentives for green commutes Incentives exist for fuel efficient and electric
car commuting within the EZ Pass system; not so for transit. Although the region boasts one of the
best commuter rail transit systems in the country via Metro North lines in Rockland/Bergen and
Putnam/ Westchester, it’s often more expensive on a per trip basis to take the train than to drive.
Heavily discounted fares should be offered for Metro North trips during peak periods funded by
modest increases in bridge tolls on all of the Hudson River Bridges. Historically, transportation
networks have been “siloed,” which incentivizes consumers to make poor choices which hurt the
environment. We will advocate for financial incentives (lowering train ticket prices, raising bridge
tolls) will encourage commuters and NYC day-trippers in the suburbs to take the train more often
and leave their cars at home.
Strategy #T15: Potential of remote work Survey employers to determine barriers and opportunities
to continuing remote work and advocate for this option where it is consistent with workplace goals.
Develop a campaign to maximize the potential of remote work options for carbon footprint
reduction, including encouragement of remote workers to use renewable energy.
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Strategy #T16: Public Outreach and Education Public outreach and education at a greater scale is
essential: We will drive a public service campaign that makes embracing transportation alternatives
like cycling and mass transit look cool. The widespread public perception today is that if you don’t
own a car and are riding a bike or riding the bus, you are poor or a tree hugger. If the state is in it to
win it, we need an “I Love NY” sized campaign to change public opinion and behavior. This will
include advocating for the NYS Department of Motor Vehicles to promote transit and cycling as
options, and to include basic bicycle knowledge into its driver’s license exam to both inform cyclists
of their responsibility and teach drivers how to share the road responsibly with bicycles, E-Bikes and
pedestrians.
Conclusion
Implementing these recommendations will require cooperation among local, county and state
agencies, nongovernmental organizations, employers and the public -- a more energized and
inclusive version of the collaboration that is already underway in transportation planning by
Metropolitan Planning Organizations and major transit agencies. It is standard practice for agencies
to open up public engagement processes to inform major transportation planning decisions, but in
this case the public has an opportunity to lead. Every aspect of this strategic process requires the
engagement of networks of communities and stakeholders; these can move nimbly to identify useful
and desirable projects and priorities to implement the recommendations laid out here. The Regional
Climate Action Strategy’s asset mapping component provides an informational foundation.
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CRITICAL PATH

We can say with clarity, right now, that the next 2 - 3 years’ work in planning and coordination for
sustainable transportation should include the following priorities:
make use of the American Rescue Plan, NYS Climate Act and other near term funding to close
gaps in connectivity among transportation modalities to allow for transit, bike and pedestrian
options and ease the path forward for transit-oriented development;
bring together planning and design teams to identify and plan the next solar and sail powered
vessels for the Hudson and reach to NYSERDA and the Federal Maritime Administration for
funding to build these boats in Hudson Valley shipyards.
identify the opportunities for renewable energy installations at transit hubs and connection
points to align the build-out of renewable energy with the shift to electric vehicles;
design and fund an “I LOVE NY” style campaign to inspire behavior change by commuters and
other drivers to reduce their transportation footprint, including a robust EV outreach partnership
to ensure that charging is available in every population center and commercial district, that
dealerships spare no effort in procuring and marketing electric vehicles, and that consumer
education is widely available through print, broadcast and social media;
expand renewable powered shipping and passenger travel options on the Hudson by completing
the design, funding and construction of four proof of concept vessels identified by the Center for
Post-Carbon Logistics, and by expanding the passenger ferry service on Solaris out of the
Hudson River Maritime Museum to connect with the Rhinecliff Amtrak station as the foundation
of an expandable solar-powered ferry system.
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Materials Management
The carbon footprint of “stuff” is large and under-appreciated. Making and distributing consumer
goods is an energy intensive process. So are disposal and recycling. Governor Hochul’s 2022 State of
the State address noted that waste-management activities contribute 12% of the state’s greenhouse
gas emissions, and called for a variety of zero waste strategies.
We explored two types of materials management strategies: dealing with particular materials that
have either high global warming potential or high greenhouse gas sequestration potential, and
dealing overall with the materials management system to progress toward zero waste operations.
The Invisible Opportunity: Stopping
Refrigerant Pollution
Many of the refrigerants in use today are
powerful greenhouse gases, an invisible
source of air pollution with enormous global
warming potential through leaks and improper
disposal. Used in cooling and refrigeration
systems everywhere, even as the most
damaging types are phased out, they will
remain a source of hard-to-manage pollution
for years to come. Managing refrigerants
properly is a key opportunity to curb climate
changing emissions.
New Yorkers for Cool Refrigerant Management has
identified three pillars of refrigerant management to
prevent emissions of these potent greenhouse gases:
1. Transition to New Refrigerants Beyond federal and
state regulatory approval to new, climate-friendly
refrigerants and phasing out the old ones,
incentivizing the use of new refrigerants will benefit
everyone by hastening their adoption. Local
governments can be early adopters of building codes
that allow for using climate-friendly refrigerants,
which are now under review by the American Society
of Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning and
other agencies.
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2. Enhance Leak Monitoring The larger, older and more complex a refrigeration or cooling system is,
the more likely it is the system will leak. Effective system monitoring with leak prevention,
identification and repair are important investments that all businesses and institutions should be
making and public policies should be supporting. Supermarkets are a large-scale, highly visible
example.
3. Prevent End-of-Life Emissions Systems need to be in place to capture refrigerants from appliances
and equipment at the end of life so they are properly reclaimed or destroyed. Develop outreach
and information for all consumers about properly recycling the refrigerants in appliances, like
window air conditioners and refrigerators. Support policies that provide incentives and
requirements to insure that HVAC technicians will put the time and effort into properly capturing
used refrigerants from central air systems and institutional refrigeration/ chilling systems.
While these programs may be expensive, they comprise an extremely cost-effective method of
decarbonization.
Strategy #MM1: Create robust programs that immediately tackle refrigerant leaks during operation
and at end of equipment’s use. Develop and replicate a model county policy and program for
requiring refrigerant leak monitoring in all large business uses, creating a comprehensive and
publicly accountable system for reclaiming and recycling refrigerants when appliances are recycled.
Train the HVAC industry in proper methods for installing systems (including heat pumps) to minimize
refrigerant leakage and make repairs as easy as possible. Regularly inform all appliance handlers,
including appliance sellers and waste handlers, on proper handling and consequences of allowing
leaks. Pilot and replicate regionally. Support state policy initiatives to establish Extended Producer
Responsibility making the manufacturers of heating, cooling and refrigeration equipment
responsible for refrigerant reclamation and destruction and make these policies work by making
financial resources available to users and communities.
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Low Embodied Carbon Opportunities: Building and Structural Materials
Operational energy (oCO2e) is only one part of reducing GHG from our built environment. Using our
current building products, mostly concrete, steel and foam plastic insulations, our buildings
contribute to climate change before they are occupied, because of the embodied carbon (eCO2e)
inherent in the manufacture of these typical building materials. Lower embodied carbon materials
include mass timber, cross laminated timber, hemp lime and wood fiber insulation. Building
materials with high recycled content are also preferable. Today, buildings can be designed to
sequester more greenhouse gases than they produce – an opportunity worth pursuing through local
policies and outreach to the construction industries.
Another emerging area of opportunity is in concrete production, which conventionally uses one of
the worst carbon emitters, Portland cement. The greatest source of emissions is the energy required
to produce the cement, so a focused transition to renewables for this application is important.
Research at MIT and elsewhere has identified alternatives that are far less carbon-intensive, and
methods of making concrete that can actually use carbon dioxide as an ingredient, sequestering
significant amounts. The Low Embodied Carbon Concrete Act was passed by the NYS Legislature in
June, 2021 with a requirement for the state to develop a program for specifying this product for
state-funded construction projects. A specific product, the Rivertown Low Carbon Concrete Sidewalk
Mix, was developed by members of the consortium OpenAir in partnership with the Village of
Hastings on Hudson, utilizing locally available ground glass pozzolan as a substitute for Portland
cement. This mix was piloted by the City of New York and extensively tested. It can be implemented
by any municipality or developer at competitive cost.
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In the building and construction industries, also, there is growing recognition of human rights issues.
Globally, 25 million people are subject to forced labor, and child labor involves 152 million children.
The Design for Freedom Initiative has convened a Working Group of 60 prominent leaders in
architecture, engineering, construction and the international building materials supply chain. They
have created a framework for challenging forced labor in these industries, setting achievable goals
and creating tools including standards, auditing practices, big data, and business models.
Strategy #MM2: Develop and proliferate model local building codes to maximize incentives for use
of low embodied carbon building and structural materials, and materials that are produced without
slave labor. Work with industry associations and other stakeholders to provide information and
training on how to use these materials.
Strategy #MM3: Assess the feasibility of developing a Hudson Valley based green building and
structural materials industry cluster. Work with economic development agencies toward the goal by
2040 of supplying a majority of building and structural materials for the region, through materials
research, product design and reuse strategies. For example, timber is a low embodied carbon
building material that is already produced in the region’s forests, and healthy forests are an essential
foundation for carbon sequestration.
Repair and Reuse
The Hudson Valley is fortunate to have one of the largest networks of Repair Cafes in the United
States. Over thirty of these community based “fixit” gatherings are held from Saratoga down to
northern New Jersey, where people bring their "beloved but broken items and get help fixing them
by an expert who is also their neighbor." This language was created – and the movement brought to
life – substantially by one person, former TV producer John Wackman. Before his untimely death in
early 2021, John had persuaded the DEC’s Office of Climate Change to add repair events and
education to the list of actions supported by the Climate Smart Communities program. The Waste
Advisory Panel of New York’s Climate Act has included support of repair practices and trades as one
of their recommendations, including programs teaching repair in the schools. Repair Revolution,
coauthored by John Wackman and Elizabeth Knight, shows the enormous educational and economic
potential in the repair movement today.
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Strategy #MM4: Nurture the Repair Café of the Hudson
Valley and Catskills. Promote all repair and reuse businesses
such as shoe, bicycle, computer and appliance and furniture
repair shops and thrift and antique shops. Develop, pilot and
disseminate a model curriculum for repair skill building in
public schools across the K-12 grades and in community
colleges. Develop feasibility studies and strategies for
specific, high-leverage reuse opportunities such as building
deconstruction.
Product Stewardship and Extended Producer Responsibility
Product Stewardship is a materials management strategy
that means whoever designs, produces, sells, or uses a
product takes responsibility for minimizing the product's
environmental impact throughout all stages of the products'
life cycle, including end of life management. Extended
Producer Responsibility (EPR) is defined by NYSDEC as a
mandatory form of product stewardship that includes, at a

John Wackman

minimum, the requirement that the producer's responsibility for their product extends to postconsumer management of that product and its packaging to the end of life. With Product
Stewardship and EPR, the cost of handling materials is moved from local government to the
producers. One target for EPR is the plastics industry, which is gaining recognition as a major
climate polluter and environmental justice culprit. “The New Coal: Plastics and Climate Change”, a
report by Beyond Plastics, notes that:

As of 2020, the U.S. plastics industry is responsible for at least 232 million tons of CO2e
gas emissions per year. This amount is equivalent to the average emissions from 116
average-sized (500-megawatt) coal-fired power plants. The U.S. plastics industry’s
contribution to climate change is on track to exceed that of coal-fired power in this
country by 2030. At least 42 plastics facilities have opened since 2019, are under
construction, or are in the permitting process. If they become fully operational, these
new plastics plants could release an additional 55 million tons of greenhouse gases—the
equivalent of another 27 average-sized coal plants. The health impacts of these
emissions are disproportionately borne by low-income communities and communities of
color, making this a major environmental justice issue.
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There are well established resources for advancing Product Stewardship as a foundation for shifting to
a circular economy:
Product Stewardship Institute (PSI) works with state and local governments to partner with
manufacturers, retailers, environmental groups, federal agencies, and other key stakeholders to
1
reduce the health and environmental impacts of consumer products (PSI, 2009).
The New York Product Stewardship Council was founded in 2009 and promotes product
2
stewardship as the priority policy for solid waste management.
The Institute for Local Self-Reliance Waste to Wealth program provides guidance for
municipalities and regions in designing particular recycling-based industries and circular
economy approaches. They are already active in the North Country of New York.
Strategy #MM5: Encourage product stewardship by collaborating with state agencies, NGOs and
businesses to increase the number of products covered by EPR or product stewardship, prioritizing
by amount of GHG reduced and toxicity reduction, create incentives, and inform businesses and
consumers of opportunities.
Organics: Opportunity
Food waste is a large part of the waste stream which
we call attention to with a specific strategy in light of
recent legislation and the easy composting of these
materials in back yards as well as large facilities. There
are new regulations, (6 NYCRR Part 350), that will
implement the requirements outlined in the Food
Donation and Food Scraps Recycling Law enacted in
2019. State policy exempts health care facilities and
schools, and sets a two ton threshold, but there is no
reason not to encourage participation of these
institutions and smaller generators as well. The law
takes effect on January 1, 2022 and requires large
generators of food scraps to donate excess edible food
and recycle all remaining food scraps if they are
located within 25 miles of an organics recycler
(composting facility or anaerobic digester). Research indicates that approximately ten anaerobic
digesters, distributed around population centers in the Hudson Valley, could meet this need. System
design has been conceptualized by a group of entrepreneurs known as “Cultivator,” and the first pilot
digester project has been proposed for funding to the Green Innovations Grant Program of the
Environmental Facilities Corporation.
Strategy #MM6: Food waste as energy source: Work with businesses, schools and other site hosts
interested in developing facilities to handle food waste as a feedstock for energy production or useful
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products, and to provide feedstocks for anaerobic digestion of organics to produce biogas for local use.
Building a Circular Economy
The overarching design of today's
economy
is based on the extraction of materials
from finite sources and tends toward
producing waste. The strategies we have
identified so far reduce waste, but a
stronger vision of possibility is emerging.
The concept of a circular economy,
designed to maximize societal benefits and regenerate the environment, is coming into circulation and
being demonstrated by major organizations including Renault and Coca-Cola, the largest user of singleuse plastics, which is piloting a return to glass bottles in Europe. According to the Ellen MacArthur
Foundation, a global hub for these initiatives:
Looking beyond the current take-make-waste extractive industrial model, a circular economy
aims to redefine growth, focusing on positive society-wide benefits. It entails gradually
decoupling economic activity from the consumption of finite resources, and designing waste out
of the system. Underpinned by a transition to renewable energy sources, the circular model builds
economic, natural, and social capital. It is based on three principles:
• Design out waste and pollution
• Keep products and materials in use
• Regenerate natural systems
Circular economy models are most advanced in Europe but the overarching methods and tools are
completely applicable in our region. The Ellen MacArthur Foundation has created an analytic tool called
Circulytics for assessing the degree of circularity in a company’s operations and how to enhance it. Over
1,000 companies are using this tool
Strategy #MM7: Organics as Feedstock for Soil Enhancement, Energy and more
Develop a cross-industry working group to assess opportunities for circular economy initiatives in the
Hudson Valley starting with industries where there are known models in our region, including forest
products and textiles. Create a campaign to introduce the analytic tool Circulytics to Hudson Valley
industries beginning with the largest and most materials intensive businesses.
The timeline for implementing these recommendations should be organized around the major changes
in incentives and resources that will take place in 2022-23, including the closing of the Seneca
Meadows landfill and the implementation of the NYS food waste law. Analysis of waste streams and
opportunities for capturing, diverting and use as feedstocks for new products is the first step in
redesigning the materials management system of our counties and region for circularity.
7
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Conclusion
While materials management is not an explicit requirement of the CLCPA, the opportunities to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the materials economy are substantial. Leadership in this area
will uncover economic development opportunities of significant scale, and may also help create a
road map for redesigning other aspects of economic activity to capture opportunities.
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CRITICAL PATH

Build support for shift in regional approach to stop transporting waste outside of the region and
redesign system for circularity with materials flows inventory, redesign and upgrade of resource
recovery systems to maximize capture of the main currently recoverable materials for use as
feedstocks for production.
Strategic plan for circular economy.
Policy campaign -- refrigerant management.
Campaign to promote carbon sequestering building and structural materials.
Implement and operate circular economy systems in 2 - 5 priority industries.
Course correct as needed.
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Water

Water and climate change
In reducing greenhouse gas emissions and adapting to a changing climate, water plays a critical role.
First, there is a significant carbon footprint
8
connected directly with managing water
supply, stormwater and wastewater. Two
percent of all electricity use in the United
States goes toward pumping and treating
water and wastewater. A 2005 estimate put
the carbon emissions from public water and
sewer systems, and wastewater treatment,
at about 65 million metric tons annually.
Heating water, inside homes, adds another
169 million metric tons of carbon emissions.
Combined, that energy use is equivalent to
the emissions from about 50 million cars
driven for a year.
Second, people and water bodies are
increasingly vulnerable to the effects of
climate change. According to the most likely

New York State annual precipitation, averaged over 5-year
periods. Source: NOAA
(https://statesummaries.ncics.org/chapter/ny/)

scenarios predicted in climate change models, the largest impacts NY State will experience in the
next 50+ years will be changes in precipitation patterns, rising average temperatures, more frequent
extreme heat events, sea level rise and more uncertain weather patterns. Total annual precipitation
will increase modestly, but we are seeing an ongoing shift to larger storms, with more rain coming
more quickly and greater flood risks. This pattern is evident in weather records going back to the
mid-20th century. For example, a flood classified as “10-year,” during the period from 1960-1990,
became the “five year” flood in the period 1980-2011 (i.e., it became twice as likely). The frequency
of storms with at least 2” of rain more than doubled since 1950. Today, very large, sudden rain
storms are causing flooding in upland areas, and in urban communities that have never flooded
before. With more severe storms and rising sea levels come greater stresses on water environments
and water supply for human uses. Climate change also stresses water systems via floods, runaway
invasive plants and harmful algal blooms that can turn recreational waters toxic.
Third, the carbon cycle and water cycle are closely aligned. Healthy water bodies and surrounding
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watersheds can be sinks that absorb greenhouse gases. Impaired water bodies can actually emit
those gases.
It is important to realize how vast and complex the waters of the Hudson Valley are, and how
diverse the stresses and concerns are from one part of the region to the next. Source water
protection and drinking water issues are relevant to New York City’s water supply, with significant
infrastructure in Ulster County; the Hudson 7 municipalities in Ulster and Dutchess who have formed
a partnership to protect drinking water sourced from the River; the novel pollutants that threaten
water bodies all around the region but are dramatically visible in public health flashpoints like the
PFAS contamination in Newburgh’s water supply; and the water supply controversies surrounding
new development in Orange and Rockland Counties. More than ever as climate change stresses
water systems, there is a critical need for customized, place-specific, scientifically rigorous planning
and strategies to protect our waters.
Recent years have shown that it is actually possible to have both too much water and too little. The
focus of much of the public and official attention on water-related issues is mainly on flooding and
the risks of having too much water. Floods, damaging rainfall, and sea level rise are certainly the
most common concern in our region, all signs of too much water at a given place and time. But the
trend toward more intense, high-rainfall storms actually leads to greater runoff, decreasing ground
absorption and the opportunity to recharge groundwater. In turn, this creates higher streamflows,
increasing both erosion and frequency of flooding along waterways and in upland areas. More
annual precipitation has also been coming as rain instead of snow in colder seasons, making the
same problems worse and leading to risk of drought and impaired water supply as well as flooding.

Source: New York Report Summary, statesatrisk.org

Almost 30 years without a significant drought in New York has allowed complacency regarding
water efficiency and planning for droughts. In the Climate Act’s Advisory Panels, drought has been
discussed as a risk to the state’s agricultural industry, but it has received limited attention in
connection with potable water supplies and overall water resource management. New York City’s
water system -- the world’s largest-- is not immune to this risk. There is no overarching state
planning agency for managing water resources, although a now-dormant committee, the
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Water Resources Planning Council (WRPC), was created in 1984 for this purpose. In particular, NY
State has no active planning process focusing on drought at the state or regional level, although the
risk is growing. According to States at Risk, “by 2050, the severity of widespread summer drought in
New York is projected to more than double.”
Water conservation and efficiency are more important than ever in light of this water-climate
linkage. Addressing climate change clearly involves major upgrading of our water distribution
systems to protect and enhance carbon sinks and prevent emissions. Leaked water is non-revenue
water, and the Hudson Valley’s water distribution system is known to be vulnerable to leakage.
Ensuring that water efficiency and conservation are a priority in those upgrades also benefits public
health and quality of life. These benefits are interconnected. Water conservation, efficiency, repair of
leaks and monitoring of water distribution all improve drought preparedness. They help avoid the
need for more energy-intensive ways to create new water supply, such as desalination and
wastewater reuse. They also help avoid the need for increased wastewater treatment (which is also
energy intensive) and expanded related infrastructure.
To fulfill the potential of water stewardship and innovation as a climate response, we lay out
strategies in six areas:
Watershed planning and green infrastructure for water quality and climate resilience
Water conservation and efficiency
Water supply monitoring and tracking
Flooding adaptation and resilience
Wastewater treatment efficiency and nutrient management
“Blue-green” economic development to connect best practices with economic opportunities.
Watershed Planning and Green Infrastructure for Water Quality and Climate Resilience
Protection of watersheds and water quality are climate
mitigation as well as adaptation measures, since both help
to avoid the need for new and sometimes energy intensive
water supply options, while improving the resilience of
watersheds to provide water of sufficient quantity and
quality for human uses. Water stewardship organizations
are increasingly working together to revive and strengthen
watershed and water supply planning programs.
Watershed planning is a complex, location-specific activity
that calls on expertise from many disciplines and requires
engagement of diverse community stakeholders to make
value judgments about local priorities. It requires serious,
multi-year investment of person-power but pays off richly.
An example of particularly successful watershed
protection planning is the New Jersey Highlands.
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Given the stresses on water resources, watershed planning is not simply about ensuring supply but
must focus on improving conservation and efficiency. In 2011, the American Planning Association
called on planners to: “Give priority to measures which improve water use and energy efficiency,
such as conservation and reuse, as opposed to measures which would simply increase water
supply... Implement operations and pricing policies that reward conservation and accurately reflect
distribution costs. Balance ‘duty to serve’ requirements with other community goals, including
growth management and water supply and rate stability.”
“Green infrastructure” is the creation of low-impact landscape and design strategies that manage
stormwater runoff and floods while also providing benefits such as cooling and visual appeal. In
2019, Congress enacted the Water Infrastructure Improvement Act, which defines green
infrastructure as "the range of measures that use plant or soil systems, permeable pavement or
other permeable surfaces or substrates, stormwater harvest and reuse, or landscaping to store,
infiltrate, or evapotranspirate stormwater and reduce flows to sewer systems or to surface waters."
This perspective has been effectively demonstrated at the site level (e.g. the green roof over SUNY
Orange’s Kaplan Hall in Newburgh) and in larger landscapes such as the downtown area in
Hoboken, NJ. It has much to contribute to climate-smart local, regional and state water supply and
watershed planning policies and decisions. Significant planning and design work has been done to
showcase the opportunities for expanded green infrastructure in parks, public campuses and more,
led by organizations like the Hudson Valley Regional Council and Hudson River Watershed
Association over ten years or more. This design work provides a foundation for “shovel ready” green
infrastructure at strategic locations as part of climate adaptation and resilience strategies.
Smart growth - which incentivizes and guides development into areas of existing infrastructure - is a
critical underpinning of land use and local government recommendations under the Climate Act to
avoid sprawl, reduce transportation emissions and protect natural systems. Smart growth depends
on the availability of water and wastewater infrastructure in priority growth areas. But there is no
guarantee that a water supply or wastewater system serving an area has sufficient capacity to
support significant new development. For smart growth to be feasible, adequate capacity must be
planned in the infrastructure serving designated growth areas. Right now, NY State’s approach to
water resources monitoring, planning and management is inadequate for achieving this goal in
many geographic areas.
Increased funding is needed for source water protection, watershed planning, and watershed
restoration in New York. The state should increase staffing and other resources for using available
information to track water withdrawals in areas with potential risks of water shortages and scarcity,
including areas of more rapid development that draws on groundwater for water supplies. The state
should also explore strategies for supporting local and regional studies of groundwater availability
in these areas.
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Strategy #W1: Improve watershed and source water protection planning including identification of
opportunities for large-scale expansion of green infrastructure for watershed protection and climate
resilience.
A structured, multi-agency approach to regional water planning should be used to avoid future
stresses on water supply resources that would otherwise harm affected communities, the regional
economy, and environmental resources. In fact, much of this is outlined in existing state law
(primarily the Environmental Conservation Law, or ECL) that has not been fully implemented. To
realize the potential for this renewed planning effort, the state should revive statewide water supply
planning, using existing ECL provisions as a foundation. This includes steps to:
Increase resources and incentives for existing watershed planning and management programs,
including Drinking Water Source Protection Program, DOS watershed planning, 9-element and
TMDL planning, flood risk management planning, etc.
Implement a system of regional water supply planning, prioritizing areas with current or
projected deficits in source water availability and piloting approaches in the Hudson Valley.
Develop watershed protection and source water protection plans and local regulation to protect
and augment aquifer recharge.
Build upon existing source water protection efforts, with a priority on source waters that are
high-yield, highly vulnerable, and stressed regarding water supply or water quality;
Ensure tracking of demand for projected developments, especially in connection with these
source waters;
Clarify what authority and responsibility is currently held by DOH,DEC, local governments or
other entities to limit new development where available water is not sufficient.
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As these plans are developed, strategies
should be put in place to use the statewide
and especially regional water supply plans
as the basis for regulatory decisions.
Conservation & Efficiency
Today, there are disincentives to water
conservation in the pricing of water and
in local policy. For example, water utilities may derive major revenues from expanding water supply
rather than conserving. We need to establish a hierarchy of water supply options, with conservation
and efficiency at the top and the most water intensive supply sources (desalination and wastewater
reuse) understood as the option of last resort. This will require substantial redesign of the
policymaking and regulatory system including information flows, incentives and disincentives, and
rules for managing water resources.
Strategy #W2: Establish a comprehensive, multi-stakeholder, state-level process to reassess and
redesign the incentives and rules connected with the entire system of water supply management,
with the goal of incentivizing the most climate-positive, environmentally benign and affordable
approaches to water supply delivery.
Establish water conservation and efficiency as an important goal for all state agencies and train
and staff appropriately; hire conservation experts at the DPS / PSC.
Direct DPS staff to set water conservation as an important goal in oversight of water utilities.
Consider implementation of a Systems Benefit Charge for water utilities, similar to that in the
energy field, for improved water use efficiency programs.
Continue to adopt specific metrics in NYS Code for water efficient fixtures, appliances, and lawn
watering equipment, in line with WaterSense standards.
Define requirements, provide support and guidance (such as guidance documents, model
ordinances and policies); ensure oversight by the state for the creation of water conservation
plans and programs (including independent assessment),ensure regulating bodies have
appropriate enforcement capability and staff with the needed expertise.
Establish metrics for conservation programs based on demands that most stress water supply.
Because the public has lived under water policies that have had limited enforcement and because
there is widespread perception that water is abundant in our region, encouraging water conservation
in the general public is not easy. However, it is entirely possible and widely accomplished.
Strategy #W3a: Promote water conservation and efficiency more ambitiously for homes and
businesses as well as water utilities. Develop a specific next-generation water efficiency and
conservation efforts, with policy made at the state and local level. Engage a coalition of regional
NGOs, experts, and people whose lives have been impacted by inadequate water stewardship to help
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lead this effort.
Create a public-facing program to advance:
1. water-efficient lawn and garden practices, an area of enormous potential savings
2. water-efficient residential toilets, showerheads, faucets
3. appliance and fixture upgrades
4. efficiency measures for commercial and industrial facilities, targeted especially to waterintensive practices
Well established tools and tactics include:
Water audits – for larger users, including residential and industrial
Rebates for efficiency measures
Giveaways of less expensive items such as pre-rinse spray valves
Advanced billing practices
Public education
Efficiency requirements for industrial and commercial uses.
Identification of high demand customers and evaluation of demand reduction measures targeted
to these customers or class of customers,
Direct install programs for more efficient fixtures in low income housing where cost-effective.
[Continue to adopt specific metrics in NYS Code for water efficient fixtures, appliances, lawn
watering equipment, in line with WaterSense standards.]
[Consider implementation of a Systems Benefit Charge for water utilities, similar to that in the
energy field, for improved water use efficiency programs.]
[Develop and maintain model ordinances and models at the state level for water conservation
policies]
[Require water conservation rates, based on best practices ]
[Consider a requirement for replacement of inefficient appliances and fixtures at the time of
property sale.]
Programs using these tactics need and deserve significant public investment and may also
attract private sponsorship or social venture development.
Water that leaks out of community water distribution systems causes increased costs for consumers
and wastes energy used for pumping and treating the water. Reducing these losses can save money,
reduce GHG emissions and leave more water in natural ecosystems for recreation, habitat and other
benefits. There is a need for a comprehensive approach to prevention and repair of leaks throughout
the water distribution system.
Strategy #W3b: Establish stricter standards for reducing water losses in water distribution systems
and expand resources for leak detection and system maintenance where needed.
Require water utilities to conduct annual water loss audits, using the latest AWWA Water Loss
Audit version.
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Establish stricter standards for repair and maintenance. Empower state agencies to enforce
existing requirements for utility water conservation plans with real consequences for noncompliance.
Require cost-effective but aggressive loss reduction in particular for stressed water systems with
established minimum water loss (e.g. 15%)
Establish best management practices for reduction of leaks.
Limit or halt new development in stressed systems facing need for new water supply until water
loss has been significantly reduced.
Educate local governments on the importance of budget planning for water infrastructure
maintenance and leak prevention.
Communicate success stories through established networks of water system operators.

Water Supply Monitoring and Tracking
We can’t plan if we can’t measure. There is currently no formal tracking of demand in approved and
proposed projects in some areas of the state that have faced water shortages in the past. The state
is, by default, leaving it up to local, county, or regional government entities to track water
availability and how it compares to current and projected water use in growing areas. Planning
ahead is the best way to avoid the need for expensive and possibly energy intensive new water
supply projects. Watershed protection, conservation, efficiency, and leak prevention and repair take
time to develop - and funding. Formal tracking of demand should be mandatory to make these
options more viable.
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A more robust process for monitoring water availability in groundwater and surface water bodies,
and tracking water use and development plans, can be implemented at the regional scale through
coordination by county and regional government agencies. These issues relate not only to quantity
and availability issues for potable water, firefighting, and other essential uses, but to water quality
related to public health, biodiversity, economic development, and recreation. The Hudson River has
no river basin commission for this kind of coordination and oversight such as the Delaware River
Basin Commission and others that cover large parts of NY State. New Jersey’s state program for
assessing and tracking water use and availability in every watershed is an example of a much more
coordinated, proactive and robust approach to these critical needs.
Strategy #W4: Establish a system to ensure tracking of existing water withdrawals and projecting
future water demand for new development through a coordinated program of water use tracking and
planning.
Clarify the authority and responsibility that are currently held by DOH, DEC, local governments or
other entities to limit new development where available water is not sufficient, and consider what
new authority may be needed. Bring together relevant agencies to explore the best practices of the
model programs above as a foundation for planning a program for our region.

Flooding Adaptation and Resilience
Given the erratic patterns and extreme levels of flooding that we are already seeing, all possible
attention should be paid to flooding adaptation and resilience by local governments, stewardship
organizations, affected communities and public safety/ emergency management agencies preferably in a coordinated fashion. All these parties need high-quality
education and training about basic climate change science and predictions, including a focus on
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uncertainty and how to think about and apply this in planning and management decisions.
Generally speaking, implementing site-scale green infrastructure for stormwater management is
useful for reducing local flooding across properties, roads and parking lots.
To protect public safety, there is a need for tighter municipal regulation of development in floodprone areas. One good approach is using the FEMA Community Rating System framework for
reducing risks and thereby gaining reduced insurance rates for property owners. Difficult though it is,
local governments and communities should begin to explore the subject of strategic relocation out
of flood-prone areas.
To deal with upland flooding in developed areas, resulting from large, sudden rainfalls, communities
should plan for evacuation and for longer-term retrofitting of places at risk (like basement apartments)
or creating voluntary, flexible options to make sure that people in those places can access emergency
shelter or find alternative places to live.
Depleted aquifers increase flood risks; conversely, there is a reduction in flood impacts by augmenting
recharge through watershed protection, source water plans and local regulation.
Stormwater management is closely connected with flood management, and good stormwater
management can contribute to other aspects of resilience. For example, using stored stormwater for
irrigating trees and other landscaping can be key to promoting cooling on the hottest days. As
extreme heat events increase, the critical public health risks of heat stress may be reduced by using
water to enhance growth of trees. Urban areas with ample tree canopy cover can remain much cooler
compared to areas with few trees, reducing peak loads on the power grid and the risk of power

Poughkeepsie Water Treatment Plant

outages, and potentially saving lives. These cooling benefits are particularly important in
economically vulnerable communities and others with less access to air conditioning.
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Strategy #W5: Develop an education and technical assistance initiative to support best practices in
stormwater management and flood resilience.

Wastewater Management
Wastewater treatment facilities consume significant energy and may emit greenhouse gases.
Meanwhile, newer risks to water quality are emerging as a result of ongoing nutrient loading (such
as harmful algal blooms) and the discovery of the widespread extent of newer contaminants,
especially the PFAS group of artificial chemicals. Recently released research by the Environmental
Working Group shows unsafe levels of chemical pollutants in tap water in numerous Hudson Valley
systems, creating pressure for chlorination which then needs to be addressed.
The Waste Advisory Panel to the Climate Action Council recommended “taking the ‘waste’ out of
wastewater” through coordinated recovery of materials and energy. Sewage sludge purification and
composting is a technically viable industry but is inconsistently allowed under local law. Numerous
energy technologies exist for recovering kinetic energy from the effluent of these plants, such as
low-impact microturbines. Also, the power source for a wastewater treatment plant can be
renewable through solar power (as done now in Wappingers Falls) or biogas from anaerobic
digestion (as done now in Rockland County). Community scale owners of facilities would benefit
from technical assistance to understand these options and more plentiful funding resources to
pursue them, but some show motivation to experiment with existing possibilities.
Strategy #W6: Update state-level wastewater policy to require and fund energy efficiency and
other sustainability measures in community wastewater systems, including energy recovery and
production in ways that do not exacerbate GHG emissions or other environmental impacts. Begin
a new interagency policy and planning initiative to develop a more sustainable, holistic approach
for wastewater management, including green infrastructure principles and strategies.
Develop a coordinated initiative to recover materials and energy from wastewater treatment,
including the recycling of water where possible, by involving technology research and finance
innovation and working with motivated wastewater treatment facilities to pursue
opportunities.
Expand economic incentives and financing mechanisms for maximizing the efficiency of
wastewater treatment processes and powering them with renewable sources such as solar PV
or locally produced biogas.
In areas without sewers, consider a policy to avoid sewering larger new areas or extending
existing sewer service to outlying areas to avoid the impacts on energy, watershed integrity,
promotion of sprawl, and other effects of larger centralized wastewater systems.
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Case study: Rockland Water

About 88% of the population in Rockland County is served by a large water supply system owned
and managed by Suez NY, which is part of the international Suez conglomerate based in France.
According to a 2017 report by Comptroller DiNapoli, Rockland’s Suez customers pay the highest
water rates in the state. Many years of work have been done by citizens and elected officials to push
for better, more sustainable management of the water system. This includes a successful effort by
the Rockland Water Coalition to stop a costly and energy-intensive desalination plant the
corporation planned to augment the water supply. The Coalition argued successfully for other, less
energy intensive, and less environmentally harmful water supply options, such as water
conservation and efficiency, reduction of leaks, watershed protection and planning, and source
water protection. Recently, members of the Coalition recently called on the NYS Public Service
Commission, which oversees private water utilities' rates and service, to study the feasibility of
municipal ownership and management of the water supply. Unlike a private utility, an independent
public water authority would be operated without regard for shareholder profits. The hope is that a
public water authority would prioritize less energy intensive, less environmentally harmful, and less
expensive options, such as watershed protection, water conservation, and source water protection.
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Blue-Green Economy: Water Restoration and Innovation
Every aspect of protecting, conserving and restoring water resources translates into jobs and
business opportunities. Hubs for water technology advancement exist around the world -- from
Seattle with its maritime focus to Milwaukee with its long-time prominence in water infrastructure,
plumbing and appliance technology.
The Hudson Valley is home to a unique network of water solutions experts, from major
environmental and research organizations to major technology companies such as Xylem. The region
has built collective expertise, over decades, through major initiatives including cleaning up PCB
deposits in the Hudson and maintaining New York City’s drinking water supply. Water innovation is a
dimension of Ulster County’s “Green New Deal” and a Center of Excellence in Water Innovation
jointly operated by Clarkson University and SUNY ESF, as well as a new entrepreneurial initiative, the
Evergreen Water Solutions Cleantech Accelerator.
Strategy #W7: Bring together a public-private network to create a “blue economy” action plan for the
Hudson Valley, exploring opportunities for regional expertise, services and products in all the areas
recommended above:
Water efficiency and conservation technologies;
Green infrastructure plants, growing media, structural materials and design services;
Fishery restoration and aquaculture;
Low-carbon shipping using solar powered, hydrogen and sail freight vessels;
Re-imagining water management to maximize the use of renewable energy and resource
recovery, both resources from wastewater and recycling of the water itself for appropriate uses;
Bio-based technologies for remediating pollution.
Conclusion
This review of the connections between water management and climate change mitigation, as well
as adaptation, point to a need to re-envision public water policy at the state level through a joint
effort of key NY state agencies, including DEC, DOH, the Environmental Facilities Corporation (EFC),
DOS, NYSERDA, and for private water companies, of the Department of Public Service (DPS) overseen
by the Public Service Commission. Just as agencies have been brought together with a mandate to
figure out how to achieve the Climate Act’s commitment, they can be brought together to re-envision
these necessary strategies connected with improved water management. A hierarchy of water supply
options should be established in state policy, giving priority to the options that are least energy
intensive, least harmful to the environment and least expensive for consumers.
At the same time, a great deal of the work called for here can be planned and launched in the
existing policy framework, and useful policy tools can be piloted at the local to county scale. A great
deal of work toward these goals is already underway by the Hudson River Watershed Alliance,
Riverkeeper, the Hudson River Estuary Program, Scenic Hudson, Clearwater, Rockland Water
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Coalition and other stewardship organizations, as
well as university research centers, private
companies and investors. But more is needed.
Scaling up the work of watershed planning, green
infrastructure development, and state-of-the-art
wastewater treatment are areas of water innovation
that form the basis for a blue-green economy in our
region, including social ventures designed to
achieve ambitious water protection goals. In
developing these responses, the Hudson Valley has
considerable strengths to work with, and promise
for economic as well as environmental benefits.
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CRITICAL PATH

2022 - 23: Advocate for a comprehensive, multi-stakeholder policy initiative to deal with the
disincentives to water efficiency, conservation and restoration -- the water counterpart to the
impactful state process Reforming the Energy Vision - empower the whole spectrum of
recommendations from watershed planning to water authority accountability for efficiency.
2022: Strategic planning and program design by organizational partners to develop programs for
regional watershed planning, efficiency and conservation including outreach programs for residents
and businesses, wastewater treatment upgrades and “blue economy” initiatives.
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AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND
LAND USE
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Agriculture, Forestry and Land Use
New land use priorities are essential to meeting NYS’ climate goals, as well as to capture the
economic opportunities of regenerative agriculture and a strengthened food and forest economy.
Climate Act advisory panels have developed a robust vision of climate resilient agriculture and an
increase in regenerative agriculture practices, coupled with strengthened local food systems, a
vigorous forest-based economy, and expanded local land use planning options and responsibilities.
These strategies promote climate resilience, and rethink farming and forest management practices
to enhance soil health, sequester carbon and promote many co-benefits, including enhanced water
quality, reduced erosion and biodiversity.
Agriculture and forestry are two of the few sectors of the economy that have the potential to be netnegative emitters of greenhouse gases. Not only can farmers and foresters work to reduce the
emissions from their land management practices, but they can also equip their lands to absorb
greenhouse gases emitted from other sectors and trap them in the soil or plant biomass produced.
This puts our farmers, foresters and other landowners at the forefront of climate crisis solutions.
They may need to consider very significant changes in terms of practices and operations. They will
need support from agencies, partners and municipalities including updated research, extension,
demonstration and incentives and safeguards. Soil and Water Conservation, Cornell Cooperative
Extension, land conservancies, nonprofits and research institutions will need to include or increase
their capacity for regenerative agriculture specific to the Hudson Valley.
Agriculture
New York has laid groundwork for climate resilient and regenerative agriculture and forestry
practices with various legislative and research efforts, most recently the Soil Health and Climate
Resiliency Act passed in 2021. This bill - anticipated to be reviewed by Governor Hochul in late 2021
- establishes a Soil Health Initiative, a Climate Resilient Farming Initiative, and a Research Initiative
through the NYS Department of Agriculture and Markets.
The Hudson River Valley has been at the epicenter of this movement and is in the unique position to
lead the Northeast in scaling up climate smart agriculture and regenerative practices. Public policy
discussions about climate resilient and regenerative farming in the Hudson Valley began in the
2016-2017 state fiscal year with the creation of New York’s Climate Resilient Farming Program.
Shortly thereafter, Assemblywoman Didi Barrett introduced the Hudson Valley Carbon Farming Pilot.
The region’s role as a food supplier for New York City and the surrounding region, and the proven
innovation of many of our farm entrepreneurs, provide ample opportunity and necessity to translate
research into best practices. Many farmers and partners such as the Hudson Carbon project are doing
innovative work. Research is also being conducted by Cornell University, Columbia University, Scenic
Hudson and other partners in the Northeast that can augment the work of Soil and Water
Conservation Districts, Cornell Cooperative Extension and other outreach partners.
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Agriculture
New York has laid groundwork for climate resilient and regenerative agriculture and forestry
practices with various legislative and research efforts, most recently the Soil Health and Climate
Resiliency Act passed in 2021. This bill - anticipated to be reviewed by Governor Hochul in late 2021
- establishes a Soil Health Initiative, a Climate Resilient Farming Initiative, and a Research Initiative
through the NYS Department of Agriculture and Markets.
The Hudson River Valley has been at the epicenter of this movement and is in the unique position to
lead the Northeast in scaling up climate smart agriculture and regenerative practices. Public policy
discussions about climate resilient and regenerative farming in the Hudson Valley began in the
2016-2017 state fiscal year with the creation of New York’s Climate Resilient Farming Program.
Shortly thereafter, Assemblywoman Didi Barrett introduced the Hudson Valley Carbon Farming Pilot.
The region’s role as a food supplier for New York City and the surrounding region, and the proven
innovation of many of our farm entrepreneurs, provide ample opportunity and necessity to translate
research into best practices. Many farmers and partners such as the Hudson Carbon project are doing
Innovation in the farm and forest sectors could also be a point of common interest between the
worlds of environment and economic development, since food and beverage industries are already a
pillar in the Mid-Hudson Regional Economic Development Commission’s strategic plans. The
pandemic has already disrupted agriculture and food systems in the Hudson Valley. For example,
with the closing of restaurants, the wholesale food industry took a major downturn and farms have
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shifted to direct sales. In addition, real estate values have increased sharply as a result of the
exodus from New York City. Farmers are already busy adapting to climate change due to changing
seasonal weather patterns, storms and invasive species. But further adaptation, focusing on
sustainable farming and soil health practices, will actually help to stabilize farms by managing risks
and developing new revenue streams. Stabilizing and then expanding food production in the region
reduces travel distance to get the food to market, a huge saver of energy and way to reduce use of
diesel fuel while ensuring supply in the event of disruptions in the larger food system. Climate
resilient and regenerative practices, and new or enhanced financing mechanisms for them, can
bolster the farm and forest economies and rural prosperity.
These climate strategies will require extensive input by farmers, forest owners and rural
communities as they consider the challenging context within which our local forests are managed
and food is produced. Within that context, the opportunities for reduced emissions and carbon
capture on Hudson Valley’s agricultural and forested lands are significant. There are over one
thousand farms, representing tens of thousands of acres, and as many acres in forests. Much of that
land has the potential to increase its quantity of stored carbon - from increased organic matter in
the soil to increased woody biomass in standing trees, roots and leaves. Hay and pasture is one of
the largest farm types in the Hudson Valley in terms of land cover. This represents an opportunity for
improved pasture management, silviculture, or afforestation – or for conversion to row crop
production in the interest of food security.
Forestry and agroforestry represent the largest opportunity for natural carbon sequestration in New
York. Forests currently absorb roughly 30% of emissions, with the rest absorbed by the ocean and
atmosphere. Northeast forests are a large net sink of carbon. Forest protection, management and
expansion are therefore essential strategies.
Preserving and even expanding climate-smart and regenerative agriculture is also critical for a
number of reasons: to reduce the carbon footprint of transporting food and to maintain resilience in
the face of food insecurities exposed by the pandemic, as well as to sequester greenhouse gases in
the soil. A farm’s ability to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions, and to establish and expand carbonsequestering practices, is closely tied to its overall management strategy and resources.
Optimization of benefits and land use planning tools will be key to meeting the Climate Act goals
while preserving local food supply and ecological functions of the land. Other options need to be
considered before deciding to convert farms to to non-farming uses. Local planners need to be
mindful of the importance of keeping farmland in farming, and agriculture needs greater support
through financial, technical and market assistance.
The strategies below represent a starting point for consideration by farmers, foresters,
municipalities, agencies, individual and institutional landowners.
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Livestock and Dairy
In the Hudson Valley, many large livestock operations have closed and dairy farming has declined.
However, small-scale livestock production is up in many parts of the region. This increase is due to
diversification of farms and integration of animals in pastoral systems, as well as small-scale
commercial beef, goat and pig farming. And several dairy farms continue to provide a local source of
milk, cheese, yogurt and other products. Carbon farming best practices are currently being studied
on livestock farms through the Hudson Valley Carbon Farming Pilot Study: at least three of the
participating farmers are combining innovative livestock management techniques to enhance soil
health and meet the goals of the study. The opportunity to explore the intersection of these
management goals is one that can be further explored.
Improved feed management can significantly reduce methane emissions from dairy cows. Proven,
commercially available feed options currently exist that can reduce methane by up to 20% while
also increasing milk yield. If the costs associated with improved feed options are an impediment to
adoption, a subsidy should be considered at the state level. This could be implemented immediately
with products currently available.
Manure storage creates large amounts of methane (CH4), a potent GHG. By covering these storage
units, farmers can improve water quality by preventing extreme precipitation from causing overflow
and violations of State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (SPDES) permit and/or water quality.
Barriers include upfront costs; may require retrofitting as existing manure storage units may not be
currently suitable to receive a cover; current water quality policies to implement new manure
storage units should be revised to include a cover or include a design to retrofit a cover easily at a
later date; milk prices might affect whether farmers are able to take advantage of the cost-share
system currently in place. Destroying methane addresses a potent Short-Lived Climate Pollutant
(SLCP); “cover+flare” systems are inexpensive from a Social Cost of Carbon perspective; there is
existing NYS AGM Climate Resilient Farming (CRF) cost share programming for “cover+flare” system
expansion; there are farmers who have covers and flares who can share their first-hand experience;
some farms install covers simply to reduce odors and improve neighbor relations.
Strategy AFL#1: Promote climatefriendly livestock and dairy farms with
improved livestock feed management
and support.
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Nitrogen management
Nitrogen is an important nutrient for plant growth, but when farmers apply more than plants take
up, the result is nitrous oxide (N2O), a potent greenhouse gas. Improving the efficiency of nitrogen
use can be done while maintaining or even increasing yields, by applying it according to the specific
needs of every site using the 4R principles (right source, right time, right rate and right place). Doing
so can reduce emissions of ammonia that causes air pollution, reduce nitrate leaching that causes
water pollution, and save farmers money. Because N2O is an extremely potent and long-lived
greenhouse gas, small improvements in nitrogen management can provide significant climate
benefits at low cost – according to estimates by Cornell Cooperative Extension, scaling up this
solution could mitigate ~0.2Tg CO2e/yr per acre, with potential cost savings of up to $10 per
milligram of CO2 equivalent. This is an opportunity for all farms. Currently, it is common for farmers
to apply extra nitrogen as “insurance,” but the 4R’s are gaining traction. Precision nitrogen
management systems are also available, with up-front costs; it may be possible to work with the
nitrogen management industry to create subsidy programs and finance them by allowing the
industry to serve as an aggregator of carbon credits. In the meantime, farmers have support
through NYS Soil and Water Conservation Districts (SWCD) and Cornell Cooperative Extension (CCE)
to improve Nitrogen use efficiency.
Strategy AFL#2: Expand incentives and supports for nitrogen management.
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Investing in local food systems
Revitalizing local food systems is already a
well established, popular idea and vigorous
movement in the Hudson Valley. But the
pandemic has exposed the extent of food
insecurity that still exists. In addition, recent
research shows that the largest carbon
footprint of the food system as a whole is not
direct production but shipping and waste
handling. In spite of our vibrant local food
economy, the region is by no means selfsufficient in terms of food, farm and forest
products. Climate change may be a driver to
investigate innovative approaches to scaling
up that food production even more to benefit
Hudson Valley residents and New York City.
For example, a new solar and geothermal
powered greenhouse technology that allows
for year-around production has been
demonstrated in Stone Ridge by architect
Michael McDonough and is now being
replicated by Catskill Regional Harvest with a
team of collaborators. Environmentally
advanced greenhouse production should be
explored as a source of greater food security,
reduced food-miles and job creation.
Strategy AFL#3: Identify and pursue opportunities for new farm creation and renewable powered
greenhouse development.
Regenerative Agriculture
There is increasing interest in farming practices that are “regenerative” – that improve soil health
and sequester greenhouse gases. These include:
Improving management of hay operations or switching to row crops
Agricultural Soil Conservation Systems using such methods as crop rotation, minimal tillage,
mulching, and cover cropping
Alley Cropping by planting wide rows of trees with a companion crop grown in the alleyways
between the rows
Replacement of annual crops with perennials (with carefully designed systems to maintain yields
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Planting legumes in pastures where a net sequestration benefit can be achieved
Cover Cropping using grasses, legumes, and other plants for seasonal vegetative cover
Forage and Biomass Planting
Residue and Tillage Management to limit soil disturbance
Managing plant nutrient and soil amendment applications to maximize efficiency of use
Amending agricultural soils with biochar, made by converting crop residue biomass to charcoal
through pyrolysis, a process that sequesters carbon. Research is also being conducted on
production of biochar from forest materials such as wood that is not suitable for saw logs.
Strategy AFL#4: Promote regenerative agriculture practices through education, technical, financial
and market assistance.
Forestry
Protecting, maintaining, and better
managing woodlands on and off farms
conserves and enhances an important
carbon sink, and does so at a low cost
per unit of GHG mitigation. Today, 63%
of New York's land area is covered with
18.7 million acres of forest land. About
14 million acres, or 74% of New York's
forest land, are owned by nearly
700,000 private landowners. The new
Forest Conservation Easement Program
for Land Trusts in the Environmental
Protection Fund aids private forestland
owners in managing their forests to
conserve the critical ecosystem and
climate benefits they provide. Managing
working forests for carbon sequestration can involve the sustainable harvesting of wood for wood
products that keep carbon out of the carbon cycle for potentially hundreds of years. Upfront
investment is needed for a qualified forester to develop a management plan for each forest, as well
as maintenance requirements. The DEC offers this through their working forest conservation
easements that allow landowners to professionally manage their property’s forest resource so that it
remains available for sustainable forestry in perpetuity. This conservation easement program is part
of the New York State Forest Action Plan, a 10-year strategic plan for DEC and New York’s forestry
community to provide long‐term, comprehensive, coordinated strategies for addressing the
challenges facing New York’s forests today, and to identify ways to invest state, federal, and
leveraged partner resources in major management and landscape priorities.
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In addition to pure woodlands, more than 21% of agricultural land in New York is wooded (~1.4
million acres statewide), providing an important carbon sink. Forests on farms can benefit
agricultural practices by diversifying the farm portfolio while providing wildlife habitat and
improved water quality, and other ecosystem services. Improving forest management and defraying
implementation costs could provide a verifiable, real, and permanent increase in mitigation
potential while improving farm profitability in the long term through increased product value.
Policy makers and agencies often function in silos of ‘agriculture’ and ‘forestry’ when there may be
great benefit of sharing knowledge and strategy between these two important land types,
landowners, and land managers. Planning for changes in land use to optimize the benefits of farms
and forests must be done in a holistic manner to counterbalance benefits and costs – for example,
loss of grass and shrub cover also reduces habitat for species that depend on them. Clearing forest
land to make ‘new’ agricultural land is an energy intensive process. We recommend increasing
agricultural production before choosing to advocate an afforestation policy.
Strategy AFL #5 Embrace sustainable forestry and a bio-based rural economy through forest
management, afforestation, and development of bio- industry clusters and markets:
Create a program to improve woodland management and promote forest stand improvement
through peer to peer and professional education and financial incentives;
Work with farm owners to identify farmlands that are not presently in use, and prioritize for farm
vs forest use (in the process providing an opportunity for the “farm” and “forest” arms of
Cooperative Extension, and other organizations that may suffer from working in “silos” to
collaborate;
Develop a program to support afforestation of under-utilized farmlands that are identified by
farm owners as the best for this purpose;
Develop a program to implement NYS’ proposed enabling initiative to expand markets for
sustainably harvested, long-lived wood products;
Develop a program to implement NYS’ proposed sustainable biomass feedstock action plan.
Land Use
Sequestering carbon and promoting resilience: everyone can play
Forests and farms are lands of the highest ecological value and play the most strategic role in
achieving the Climate Act goals. But other lands can be strategically used, and land use policy
overall has a major role to play.
In particular, previously disturbed lands such as landfills, parking lots, large rooftops and rights-ofway can serve as sites for renewable energy. Other working lands such as farms or land that is being
used for agricultural purposes can also be promising locations for solar development. Also known as
agro-photovoltaics, dual-use farming, solar sharing, or co-location, dual use of the land for farming
and solar energy production reduces solar facilities’ competition for land with other existing and
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potential land uses, and also keeps farmland in production. Municipalities should use a solar siting
decision tool (such as Scenic Hudson’s How to Solar Now) to plan for the inevitable increase in
demand for solar farms. Planning boards, elected officials and entire communities need to educate
themselves on their options and make sure that productive land is preserved and underproductive
land is utilized.
Strategy #AFL6: Educate local government agencies and farm groups about options for balancing
the interests of renewable energy with agriculture and forestry, including the use of solar siting
decision tools.
The ‘perfect’ lawn requires significant energy and resources in the form of irrigation, mowing,
pesticides, chemicals, and time. Mowing, and fertilization in particular, leads to large-scale pollution
in the form of fossil fuel use and chemical runoff into local and national water systems. By contrast,
perennial gardens and meadows require very little upkeep. Home gardeners, land trusts and
institutional landowners alike are experimenting with new landscaping practices that reduce climate
impacts and help at-risk species to thrive, from new meadows on the SUNY New Paltz campus to
regenerative plantings – fittingly – at the Regeneron corporate headquarters. Sophisticated tools
are publicly available for planning afforestation and sustainable landscaping at the property scale,
such as USDA’s ITree and Tree Atlas “Planting Westchester,” a program of the Westchester County
Executive’s office, provides a replicable model that could be scaled up to serve the region. Serious
investing into these kinds of programs could be a major job-creation opportunity in the landscape
and horticulture sector.
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Urban forests also provide an opportunity to sequester greenhouse gases while providing cooling,
retaining moisture, buttressing communities against floods and making neighborhoods more
welcoming and comfortable. However, more of New York State’s urban tree canopy is being lost
every year, with an average loss of 6,720 acres annually between 2008 and 2013. As climate change
worsens extreme weather including extreme heat events, we need as many trees in urban areas as
possible to help reduce temperatures and the number of heat-related deaths, which are expected to
increase tenfold by 2060. Average temperatures can vary up to 10 degrees between places with
trees and places without. Tree establishment and maintenance in urban forests for carbon
sequestration and urban heat mitigation are essential and are key recommendations of the NYS
Agriculture and Forestry Advisory Panel.
Strategy #AFL7: promote diversifying residential and commercial lawns and other intensively
landscaped spaces, and developing urban forests:
Provide technical assistance and encouragement to landowners (including residential,
commercial, land trusts, parks, etc.) on how to convert parts of lawn areas into regenerative
plantings that support pollinators and other helpful species while sequestering carbon;
emphasize design approaches that are consistent with the aesthetics of the community.
Review local laws and policies that limit conversion of lawns into meadows and other more
bioproductive spaces, and provide assistance to communities to develop more flexible
approaches.
Work with local governments in population centers to review comprehensive plans and zoning
codes to ensure they allow for urban forests and farming, and assist communities in developing
programs to expand these.
Making it Pay: Ecosystem Services
A critical tool for making regenerative farm and forest practices financially viable is creating systems
to compensate landowners for the value they provide. This concept is known as payment for
ecosystem services -- including CO2e reduction and sequestration, water quality and quantity,
protection against extreme weather, and habitat. Just as the health care world has discovered that it
costs less to prevent disease than to treat it, environmental policymakers are beginning to realize
that it is more cost-effective to preserve healthy ecosystems because they are highly efficient at
providing these many benefits. This concept is not new, but there is growing focus on designing
approaches that are scalable – for example, by creating clear definitions of eligible practices and
consistent ways of documenting the benefits that are created.
This work was enabled by state legislation in 2018 which set in motion the Carbon Farming Pilot
Project, which gives local farms and Soil and Water Conservation Districts in the Hudson Valley a
formal opportunity to document the benefits of various climate smart and carbon-sequestering
farming practices. The U.S. Department of Agriculture is expanding programs in this area as well.
Nongovernmental players such as Hudson Carbon are also launching research and carbon market
instruments. And the US Department of Agriculture is developing similar programs (which were open
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to public comments at this writing). As markets develop and become robust and as assistance
programs develop, specific outreach and education to small Hudson Valley farmers and foresters
must be ensured, so that they can actively participate and gain financial benefits.
Beyond the direct environmental benefits of specific credit generation, participation in these
markets improves the financial viability of farms and forests with an array of benefits such as
preserving rural character, supporting local enterprises and employment, contributing to economic
development and social cohesion.
Strategy # AFL8: Support payment for ecosystem services systems by providing inputs to new and
emerging programs, educating and engaging farmers and foresters, and spearheading the necessary
hyper-local research to demonstrate sequestration approaches on each major Hudson Valley soil
type and category of production.
The work of adapting farms and forests to sequester greenhouse gases can be scaled up right away
using well understood methods as well as developing new ones. Success will require financial,
technical and market assistance. An increase in outreach and educational efforts can be taken on by
Extension and other partners as soon as needed.

Conclusion
There are abundant reasons to nurture the Hudson
Valley’s food, farm and forest sectors. Shifting their
operations into a more regenerative mode, in the
process, provides opportunities to add financial
value to the sector’s products through payment for
ecosystem services. Taken together, these
strategies can play a significant role in
sequestering greenhouse gases while increasing
the economic security of producers and consumers
alike.
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CRITICAL PATH

2022: Develop a process of listening and strategic planning with farm and forest stakeholders;
identify preferred farmlands for bolstering vs others with potential for afforestation or renewable
energy development
2022 - 23: Design and fund an educational campaign for farmers, foresters and taxpayers on
payment for ecosystem services
2023:
Roll out education campaign on payment for ecosystem services, how it works, why it’s
useful, how to participate
2022: Develop a bioeconomy materials and products opportunity assessment for HV region and
embark on a strategic planning process
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SECURING COMMUNITY
BENEFITS
Economic Development
Environmental Justice
Resilient Communities
Education
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
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Economic Development
A green economy is an essential engine to address the climate crisis and bring equity and inclusive
opportunities to our communities. Every single emissions reduction strategy we have proposed is
also a job creator. The organization and capacity of the private sector are clearly needed, in
partnership with community organizations and government, in order to translate policy into climate
results and mobilize the levels of financial resources that are needed. Economic development is an
important playing field for realizing the momentous changes in production and consumption that
the environmental crisis calls for. But for the most part, conventional economic development has
been an equal opportunity cultivator of jobs, investment dollars, and wages, managing
environmental impact in the state’s legal framework but not organizing economic development
around a climate-centric strategy.
Business itself may be more willing today to support changes in approach. Alongside the societal
wake-up call on the climate crisis, there has been a sea change in the way business operates and
understands its opportunities.
The science-based targets movement for climate, water and biodiversity protection has over
1000 corporate members reorganizing their operations to adhere to the dictates of science for
shifting to renewable energy, conserving water and protecting biodiversity.
The corporate form of the public benefit or B Corporation is a recent invention that is now legal
in New York, allowing companies to organize around social benefit and not solely pursue the
maximization of shareholder profit. This model has attracted major companies, including
Danone, based in Westchester County.
Companies committing to carbon neutrality by 2040, or sooner, include Amazon, Apple, Fedex,
Ford and other giants.
Investment dollars have been moving out of industries that are most implicated in terms of
climate risk, such as fossil fuels, pressed by activist shareholders and specific “divest / invest”
strategies.
Over the decades of efforts made to engage business, the language of sustainability has
matured, making it increasingly possible to integrate it with business strategy; financing
instruments and strategies have also matured, providing more opportunities than ever to finance
best practices and translate them into business opportunities.
Climate solutions as Industries
Each of the Climate Act’s goals – and each of our regional strategies – translates into abundant
work to be done. An integrated regional green economy strategy requires us to understand these
industries, who is active in them in our region now, and the challenges they face in scaling up.
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Background research and relationship building are the foundation of a strategy to support and
connect companies within and across these industries to build markets and alliances, including
strategies for helping the larger business community to achieve sharp reductions in its
environmental footprint.
We have created a detailed outline of industries that stand to grow and benefit from an economic
development strategy that is centrally focused on climate action [Appendix 1]. They are large and
growing. From the perspective of the Climate Act goals and next five to ten years state emphasis,
the major growth sectors include:
1. Renewable energy and energy efficiency industries [solar, wind, efficiency and battery storage
are specified in the Climate Act; some hydro and biofuels are also relevant in our region] with
electric grid modernization to facilitate this rollout;
2. Building and infrastructure technologies and services including energy efficiency retrofits and
weatherization, replacing fossil heating with clean alternatives, low embodied carbon building
materials, engineered and natural systems for storm and flood protection, and “smart city”
technologies that further promote efficient use of resources;
3. Sustainable transportation solutions including electric cars, buses, trucks, bicycles and ships, and
the necessary charging infrastructure and renewable power supply to drive them;
4. Regenerative agriculture, forestry, landscaping and aquaculture;
5. Because managing materials and water both use energy, efficiency innovations and circularity in
these systems can help achieve near-term energy efficiency goals.
A regional economic development strategy must work in a systemic way to nurture industry clusters,
investment and financing resources, and the workforce supports such as housing and transportation
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that – together – will create widely
accessible good jobs doing necessary
work to stabilize the climate and
revitalize communities. Our core
economic development strategies are
echoed and amplified in our
recommendations on materials
management, water, energy,
transportation, education, resilience and
environmental justice.
Strategy #ED1: Create an in-depth
regional green economy strategic plan for
the Hudson Valley.
Identify and investigate the core industries that are the focus of the CLCPA and American
Rescue Plan as a top priority;
Analyze existing enterprises, work forces and supply chain characteristics in the region today,
strategies to promote industry growth, and connections with disadvantaged communities to
ensure that green economy growth achieves the climate justice goals of the CLCPA;
Convene representatives of these businesses and industry groups to identify their growth
needs;
Develop programs in response to those needs, supporting the green economy ecosystem and
connecting those businesses with resources such as:
Entrepreneurs and growth companies
Host communities where business development helps to advance environmental justice
Suppliers
Workforce development / education
Climate Solutions as Market Opportunities
Companies across the economy are realizing that money is wasted through inefficient use of
energy, water and other resources. Major Hudson Valley employers such as Danone, Pepsico,
Regeneron and the Mid-Hudson Library System have embraced meaningful, systemic
commitments to decarbonization and regenerative practices. A key strategy at the state level for
implementing the Climate Act with minimum economic disruption and maximum benefits to
companies is to support commercial and industrial energy upgrades, especially for the most
energy-intensive industries such as manufacturing, and work concertedly to help them remain
competitive in the global marketplace. There is a service economy dedicated to helping
businesses to achieve these efficiencies in facilities, fleets, and operations. Every climate
initiative taken by a business provides jobs for an allied service business to implement.
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Strategy #ED2: Through a concerted outreach campaign, accelerate commitments by businesses in
the Hudson Valley to reduce their environmental footprint while growing markets for the services
and technologies of the core green economy in the region. Focus especially on energy-intensive and
trade-exposed industries such as manufacturing, with customized needs assessment, service and
program development in partnership with NYSERDA and other resource agencies. Advocate for state
funding programs specifically tied to business GHG reduction modeled on California's green business
program.
Investing in the Workforce
The Hudson Valley has already begun investing in the workforce to realize the promise of a climateforward economy. As early as 2009, the SUNY Clean Energy Technology Training Consortium began
rolling out courses, training instructors, sharing curricula among schools and developing certification
programs. At the time, more potential workers were trained in certain fields, such as solar
installation, than the industry could absorb. Today, SUNY Ulster and Sullivan Community Colleges
maintain exemplary programs that provide a useful pipeline to industry and a model for other
counties. As the scale of need and opportunity becomes clearer in such areas as building retrofits
and solar installation, there will be opportunities for technology training at every institution and
needs in every community to help clean energy industries operate at a substantially larger scale.
Economic development efforts must tackle the difficult issue of pay differentials between the
efficiency and renewables industries and conventional energy industries, and develop strategies and
career ladders to address these challenges.
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A very current test case is helping the 950 displaced former employees of the Indian Point nuclear
facility, which closed in the spring of 2021, and transitioning the contaminated site itself to a
productive use. The Department of Labor offered near term assistance such as job search skill
training for the workers, but the more fundamental challenge is to create business and energy
supply alternatives to utilize the resources of the site and the work force. A large-scale solar and
energy storage installation is one option for the site, similar to the model for “Coal to Sol” that was
implemented at a former coal plant in Holyoke, Massachusetts. To support the engineering,
technical, administrative and security work force - including some highly specialized positions retraining and technical job matching services are needed.
Strategy #ED3: Bring together education and training institutions, representatives of priority
industries and community based organizations to determine work force development needs and
priorities.

Ensuring Access and Equity
Access and equity must be built into our strategies for growing jobs and business opportunities. The
Climate Act requires that at least 35% of economic investment be directed toward historically
disadvantaged communities. The state has created a provisional map of those communities, which
are well known and represented by participants in the Environmental Justice Working Group of this
partnership.
There are abundant resources for bringing education about green jobs and skill building to people
without prior experience, including youth, displaced workers, veterans and others. Green jobs
training can involve local contractors, letting them serve as mentors while improving local housing
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stock and helping to create the workers they need. Resources include NGOs like Go Beyond
Greatness and Citizens for Local Power’s Empower Kingston Green Jobs Internship Program, and the
Upstate New York Black Chamber of Commerce, Upstate Minority Economic Alliance, the Bard
College MBA Program which gives priority to creating opportunities for students of color and from
disadvantaged communities. Flexible investment resources like the Hudson Valley Startup Fund and
Venture Hub can also play a valuable role. The Climate Act’s Just Transition Working Group is
conducting a jobs study identifying needs and opportunities for re-training of displaced workers
from fossil fuel and extractive energy industries which can further guide regional efforts. There is an
enormous opportunity here for collaboration between economic development and environmental
justice stakeholders.
Strategy #ED4. Promote entrepreneurship, business attraction and expansion in conjunction with
community based organizations and entrepreneurs in and around the NYS-designated disadvantaged
communities, and supporting certified minority and women owned businesses, with resource
partners such as the above groups.

Conclusion
Climate action and environmental restoration will only be scaled if they are aligned with economic
activity and supported by the power, adaptiveness and resources of the private sector as well as
public policy. Over the last generation, businesses, investors, and regulators have been re-imagining
business so that economic development can advance environmental and social goals. The Regional
Climate Action Strategy has the opportunity to demonstrate the power of these approaches.
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CRITICAL PATH

2021-2022:
Continue to convene regional and local economic and workforce development organizations to
map sectors and explore needs
Mine available data sets to identify relevant industries, businesses, and job titles and establish
baseline data
Convene community, EJ, and business development partners
Conduct surveys and focus groups to explore business support and training needs
Explore opportunities with state-level partners for incorporating these strategies into new and
existing programs (e.g. regional economic development and commercial/industrial clean energy
supports)
2022-2023:
Pilot and evaluate programs to meet identified needs, including business development support
(supply side), green investment (demand side), workforce development and training, with a focus
on broadening opportunity and targeted investment in disadvantaged communities
Seek funding to scale up pilots to regional level
2023-2025:
Evaluate pilots and scale successful programs
Institutionalize key programs within education, regional, and state institutions
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Environmental Justice
Environmental justice is a vision for decision making on the environment, development, and human
well-being that is free from racial and socioeconomic bias, and committed to righting past abuses
and inequities connected with environmental decisions that have often been made in ways that
disproportionately harm communities of color and poor people. Environmental justice is a powerful
vision and an important social movement. A key aspect of this is equitable and democratic decision
making on the distribution of costs and benefits for any environmental decision. Systematic pursuit
of environmental justice is more important than ever to guide climate action priorities, a point that
has been translated into legal requirements that state agencies direct 40% of investment resources
into historically disadvantaged communities.
Like most of the US, the Hudson Valley
was settled using enslaved labor, and
numerous indigenous communities have
been displaced by force and development
pressures. The legacy of environmental
injustice in the Hudson Valley includes:
Land use decisions – symbolized by
the “Urban Renewal” of the 1970s –
that displace and divide communities
and foster blight and sprawl (and the
zoning practices that perpetuate
these patterns today);
Real estate lending practices that have contributed to segregation, such as red-lining;
Siting of facilities such as landfills, power plants, wastewater treatment plants and heavy
industry in low income communities of color (enabled by zoning practices that designate these
residential communities as commercial);
Water pollution, deteriorated wastewater treatment systems, and inadequate flood management
planning that create chronic, serious public health impacts such as the chronic disrepair of
sewage management systems in Mount Vernon, and the persistence of lead water pipes in
Newburgh;
Resulting water, air, housing and infrastructure conditions that negatively impact public health,
including proximity to major highways, wastewater treatment plants and industry;
Economic development initiatives that neglect these communities in terms of access to transit,
jobs, healthy fresh food and public amenities;
Inequitable access to high quality educational resources such as Science, Technology,
Engineering and Math programs, and to communications technology, creating a feedback loop in
which marginalized communities are challenged in advocating for themselves or changing their
circumstances.
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Land use policies that often leave downstream
communities powerless to adequately protect
and manage the sources of their drinking water
that are located upstream, as illustrated by the
PFAS crisis in Newburgh.
Many historic disparities have been enabled by
planning and zoning decisions such as local
ordinances that limit the development of
affordable housing or predetermine the number of
occupants in a dwelling, and the practice of zoning
mixed-use neighborhoods with a concentration of
multifamily rental housing as commercial, which
has allowed the siting of polluting facilities from
power plants to wastewater treatment facilities in
and around communities of color.
The results of these inequities are cumulative and
interconnected, impacting the quality of life and
public health and marginalizing communities in
ways that make it more difficult to recover. Dr.
Robert Bullard, long-time EJ advocate and current
White House Environmental Justice Committee member, summarized the complexity of the issues in
this way:
“Irreducible to one race or one struggle, the environmental justice movement has grown to represent
countless communities fighting grievances in the nexus between environmental and social justice
concerns.”
Environmental justice work must tackle deeply rooted, complex relationships of power, culture, and
economics that have resulted in these kinds of inequities and vulnerabilities. All these inequities are
magnified in a changing climate.
For over a decade, New York’s environmental regulation and policymaking framework has identified
“potential environmental justice communities” based on their concentrations of people of color and/
or extensive poverty. In the seven-county mid-Hudson region, according to EPA/ DEC analysis – there
are 41 of these. New York’s Climate Action Council and its Advisory Panels are finalizing their
designation of priority “disadvantaged communities” for targeted reinvestment (and have created a
preliminary list). This creates the potential for rapid positive change by focusing both financial
investment and community attention on reversing historic patterns using community-driven urban
design to achieve benefits at neighborhood and larger scales. As state agencies take further steps to
consult with the public and these communities, to shape policies and programs, there is an
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unprecedented opportunity for community organizations and trusted grassroots leaders to take more
proactive steps to define priorities.
At the Federal level too, environmental justice is an unprecedented priority after a period of neglect.
The American Rescue Plan provides funding to address environmental justice concerns as well as
inequities in the access to health care and vaccination connected with the COVID-19 pandemic. It
also provides funding for infrastructure including broadband and transit. Federal EJ programs have
signaled receptivity to local communities to provide inputs on priorities, creating a moment of
significant opportunity for EJ interests to come together and set a common agenda.
Sustainable Hudson Valley has conducted an inventory of Environmental Justice Issues,
Organizations and Opportunities in the region to better understand the leadership that is already
taking place in and for impacted communities, so that this Regional Climate Action Strategy can be
guided by trusted champions. While New York City has a well organized, seasoned coalition of
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environmental justice organizations that have crafted a NYC Environmental Justice Road Map, the
Hudson Valley does not -- yet. The Hudson Valley Environmental Justice Coalition, formed in 2019, is
in a position to spearhead coordination and engagement of these diverse groups. Right now,
however, that Coalition is focusing on an education agenda to build understanding and participation,
rather than on particular program initiatives.
Especially since the surging of public awareness around racial and environmental justice in the
summer of 2019, the organized response to environmental inequities in the Hudson Valley has been
maturing. Once isolated efforts have strengthened their connections and power bases, but there are
still few if any organizations that are actively defining environmental justice issues regionally and
mapping out integrated strategies for tackling them. We have identified five general types of
organizations whose work includes exposing and reversing environmental injustices:
Service and advocacy organizations focusing on the safety net and human rights, including
religious organizations and social service agencies, that step up to advocate when they uncover
specific injustices impacting their constituents (e.g. Rural and Migrant Ministries);
Traditional civil rights organizations including the NAACP;
Environmental organizations such as Hudson River Sloop Clearwater and Hudson River
Watershed Alliance, that proactively address the environmental and climate justice implications
of their issues of focus;
BIPOC led organizations focusing on sovereignty, empowerment and economic development
such as Nubian Directions, Rise Up Kingston and Soul Fire Farm;
Capacity building and support organizations such as North Star Fund’s Hudson Valley grantmaking program (focusing on black led organizations) and the Bard MBA Program’s NYC Lab.
State agencies with mandates to act and growing, authentic commitment to support
environmental justice with the design of their programs as well as funding, such as the DEC and
NYSERDA.
Just as environmental injustice is systemic and has been pervasive, environmental justice must be
advanced systemically. Patterns of injustice have developed over generations, but there is no reason
to settle for incremental approaches to remedies. With the massive awakening and new levels of
public commitment to environmental and racial justice, there is an opportunity for more coordinated
strategies that make a difference at a meaningful pace and scale.
An essential foundation for community-led environmental justice initiatives is a population of
healthy, financially stable people who are not so severely burdened with survival needs that they are
hard pressed to get involved in their communities. The foundation for environmental justice work,
then, is investing in community health, wellness and communication to ensure effective
participation.
Beyond this, environmental justice investments will be most productive if they are focused at the
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scale of impacted neighborhoods, districts and municipalities – especially at this time of public
investment in the built environment. There is an opportunity to re-invent the places that have been
fragmented, deprived of resources and allowed to deteriorate, by bringing together local coalitions
and multiple funding streams to redesign public spaces for environmental and economic well being,
using processes that are fundamentally guided and controlled by the people who live in those
places.
Strategy #EJ1: Create a comprehensive public health, wellness and community involvement strategy
that serves as an underpinning for implementing all the recommendations presented here. Focus on
supporting community members in addressing public health impacts of environmental injustice
(from PFAS contamination to air pollution to heat exposure); climate resilience strategies that
promote wellness (including local food security and fitness); and communication strategies that are
rooted in long-term community partnerships.
Strategy #EJ2: Organize placebased, community-led planning in
population centers including
historic EJ communities to support
revitalized neighborhoods,
upgraded and energy-efficient
housing stock, downtowns and
waterfronts to bring multiple
economic and quality-of-life
benefits. Link placemaking to
quality of life, local control over
neighborhood well being, and
public health. Include capacity
building through education and
community organization, and equitable access to resources such as high quality education,
computers and broadband. Address zoning as a mechanism to perpetuate - or address - patterns of
injustice in land use decision making. As understanding of the strategic role of zoning and land use
policy is cultivated, consider a more comprehensive initiative to tackle exclusionary and
discriminatory zoning regionally, potentially modeled on the Desegregate CT initiative.
Strategy #EJ3: Expand education and training programs, beginning with investment in robust STEM
and STEAM education for K-12 grades in EJ communities, along with community-controlled, fairly
priced Internet services, and continuing with training for green jobs and career pathways across the
spectrum of climate solutions identified in this document; provide thorough, ongoing education
about these opportunities throughout the Hudson Valley’s EJ communities.
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Strategy #EJ4: Create enhanced supports for
minority and women-owned businesses,
skill training and advanced education across
the spectrum of climate solutions identified
in this document, with a vision of creating
not just pathways out of poverty but
ongoing opportunity. Make sure that
existing programs are accessible and
genuinely useful in communities of color
and other priority populations, and support
the creation of businesses with strong
Environmental, Social and Governance
approaches that maximize benefits in those communities.
Strategy #EJ5: Coordinate with “Just Transition” recommendations at the state and regional levels
such as the Indian Point closure community engagement process spearheaded by Hudson River
Sloop Clearwater, and create targeted reemployment and business startup resources for
communities impacted by the downsizing of the fossil fuel and nuclear industries.

Conclusion
The needs and opportunities to advance environmental justice are closely linked with other climate
action and community benefits identified in this Regional Climate Action Strategy, and especially
our focus on placemaking for resilience, on expanded access to education about climate solutions,
and economic development priorities that achieve environmental justice goals. Our EJ strategies
must be closely aligned with – and explicitly reflected in – all these areas.
To implement these approaches, greater organization among environmental justice interests in the
Hudson Valley is needed to represent the diversity of issues and constituents, and develop a more
unified agenda.
As this Strategy is circulated in draft form, it will be a priority to share it with communities that are
impacted by environmental injustices and refine it based on their priorities, both for long-term
change and for near-term opportunities associated with NYS and American Rescue Plan investment
into infrastructure, economic development, education and health equity. Ultimately, what is needed
are mechanisms for involving a more diverse set of stakeholders who are not typically at the local
decision making table. The leadership and networks of the EJ Working Group members, and the
organizations they represent, are essential to build this partnership.
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CRITICAL PATH

2022 priorities
Conduct an initial series of community engagement and involvement workshops in Hudson Valley
population centers to connect local interests in health and wellness, jobs, education neighborhood
improvements with climate resilience and define concrete near-term projects to advance community
goals in this space.
Explore the feasibility and value of organizing a diversified BIPOC-led, community-based network or
coalition to establish a more robust Environmental Justice Road Map and partnership for the region.
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Resilient Communities
The work of adapting to climate change and promoting community resilience is some of the most
daunting yet creative and necessary. The Climate Act mandates carbon reduction along a specific
timeline. But for climate change adaptation and resilience, the timeline is set by environmental
conditions and communities’ values. Hudson Valley communities have been coming to terms with
the implications of climate change since at least 2008, when The Nature Conservancy brought
together over 100 concerned people and organizations for a scenario planning effort called Rising
Waters. That helped to launch a conversation about the importance of adaptation planning as a
parallel path along with the strongest possible efforts to stabilize the climate. It drew out key
choices facing communities: to favor engineered or natural approaches for managing sea level rise
and storm surges, and to act aggressively or more gradually as climate change unfolds.

Kingston's Rondout Waterfront (image courtesy of Barbara Todd)

In recent years, acute changes in weather patterns have become part of everyday life. They affect
people directly through storms, floods and other extreme events; they also exert stresses on natural
systems, influencing food production and public health. Local governments are tackling these
complex challenges - to varying degrees - through public engagement and planning. Many receive
help from the NY Department of State’s Local Waterfront Revitalization Program, the Department of
Environmental Conservation’s Hudson River Estuary Program, Cornell’s Climate Adaptive Design
Studio, the Hudson River Research Reserve, The Nature Conservancy, Scenic Hudson and other
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organizations as they formulate basic strategies for shoring up infrastructure and protecting natural
assets. Kingston’s “Weaving the Waterfront” is an example of a multi-year program of planning and
public investment to protect critical infrastructure and manage risk for communities. Poughkeepsie’s
waterfront stakeholders are currently working with the Cornell Climate Adaptive Design Studio to
grapple with their response to sea level rise. This patchwork of efforts provide a foundation for the
much bigger scope of ongoing work of understanding and adapting to the changes in our climate to
keep communities livable and minimize catastrophic loss for residents and businesses.
Adaptation to climate change is the process of adjusting patterns of living and using resources to
accommodate changes in climate that cannot be prevented - preparing for disasters and
withstanding the ongoing stress. Resilience is the state that adaptation fosters -- in the physical
world, athe economy and human ability to withstand climate stresses. The IPCC, in a 2012 report on
disaster risk management, defines resilience as “the ability of a system and its component parts to
anticipate, absorb, accommodate, or recover from the effects of a potentially hazardous event in a
timely and efficient manner…” The interagency U.S. Climate Resilience Toolkit defines resilience as
“[t]he capacity of a community, business, or natural environment to prevent, withstand, respond to,
and recover from a disruption.” But the practical meanings of these concepts must be worked out by
our communities as they come to terms with the specific stresses in play and the options for
managing them in real time. As a result, there is a need for more in-depth assessment of what’s
important to our communities -- a challenge but also an opportunity for engagement and creativity.
The NYS Climate Act’s Adaptation and Resilience Subpanel tackled the complexity of the challenges
ahead by recommending specific new policies and programs to address flood risks, power grid
security, stresses on ecosystems and biodiversity, stresses on food systems, farms and forests, and
the human impacts resulting from new extremes of heat and cold. Aligned with the Land Use and
Local Government Advisory Panel, these recommendations all rest on a strategy of providing
planning assistance and funding to communities so that they can tackle the complexities and
choices.
Ecosystem resilience
Climate change is affecting the health of farms and forests, wildlife habitat and food production
systems, creating more complex challenges to protect the healthy ecosystems that are the earth’s
best defense. For example, a key state-level strategy is sequestering greenhouse gases by expanding
and nurturing healthy forests, but climate change has led to an influx of invasive species and insect
pests that threaten those forests. And as discussed earlier, healthy waterbodies can sequester
greenhouse gases, but climate-induced stresses such as harmful algal blooms and nutrient
imbalances can turn carbon sinks into sources. As state agencies, land trusts and other organizations
tackle the challenges of ecosystem management, a critical strategy at the local to regional scale is
to educate the public about the importance of these measures.
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Strategy #R1: Educate and engage communities in better understanding the magnitude of climate
change, sea level rise and changes in weather patterns, including how these conditions impact their
daily lives, the ongoing stressors and challenges they and their community face, and the complex
decisions involved in adaptation at the necessary pace and scale. Support planning efforts such as
DEC’s and the Climate-Adaptive Design Studio’s work to identify major patterns of danger such as
sea level rise affecting riverfront properties. Expand on those efforts by devising ways of engaging
widespread participation in dealing with threats and stresses that are less concentrated but still
pose serious risks (such as neighborhood-scale flooding). In parallel, develop economic opportunities
connected with restoration (e.g. rain garden construction, aquaculture and marine permaculture).
Resilience in the built environment
Buildings and infrastructure are a critical focus for resilience planning. Architecture and design
principles have begun to emerge. The New York State Adaptation Practitioners Network identifies
these characteristics of resilient infrastructure projects:
Maintain and restore natural infrastructure
Maximize co-benefits for physical, social and ecological health

Steward projects for the long term so that the lifespan and design of infrastructure fit with long
term climate projections;
Where sea level rise is inevitable, tackle strategic relocation before retrofitting structures in their
historic location
Focus on reducing impacts on the most vulnerable and creating work force opportunities for
those who need them most.
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Relocation: At the scale of individual buildings, sites and small neighborhoods, efforts are beginning
to engage property owners, neighbors and other stakeholders in planning for relocation from floodvulnerable areas. In some circumstances, this can include utilizing flood buyout funding packages to
develop new placemaking strategies -- for example in the Town of Olive and in the Village of Sidney
in western Delaware County. Public funding can sometimes be used to help building owners “build
back better” -- for example, by replacing fossil fuel heating systems with electric heat pumps. At this
time, however, the primary source for disaster recovery funding, FEMA, only allows funds to be used
to build back the same structure that was destroyed. Changing this policy could open up significant
opportunities for using climate-related disasters as springboards for a more resilient future.
Protecting Existing Infrastructure: The
Resilient Design Institute identifies
principles for protecting infrastructure from
extremes of heat and cold, including
insulating power generating infrastructure
and buildings, keeping pipes within the
building envelope, using electric vehicles as
backup power supply, storing water and
identifying alternative supplies in rural
areas, and educating people about the risks
of hypothermia and carbon monoxide
exposure from unsafe heating technologies.
Many communities across the country are beginning to experiment with burying power lines
underground, making them less susceptible to weather and temperature fluctuations. Though this is
not a cheap solution, it may prove effective in the long run. A new innovative Smart City platform
called Uncharted is working on enabling cities to easily embed Smart City technology, from EV
charging to power lines to fiber optics in the pavement of our streets.
There are many emerging incentives for retrofitting homes to be more energy efficient. Retrofits,
such as replacing inefficient windows, adding insulation to walls and attics, improving drainage
around building foundations all provide energy benefits, but they are also critical resiliency efforts.
As climate change leads to increasing variability in temperatures and moisture, it is the efficiency of
building envelopes that will help maintain human comfort, health, and safety. Retrofits of this kind
will also improve the longevity of the building as a whole.
New Development: FEMA provides flood insurance guidelines for where to site new development in
relation to the base flood elevation (BFE). In New York State, these guidelines recommend 2’ above
BFE to secure insurance benefits. However, flood patterns and severity will vary by site and
topography. It is important to also take into account any historical documentation of flooding on
the site, if available.
In general, it is a good practice to locate new structures a good distance away from existing water
bodies. In addition, soils with very little absorbency are more likely to lead to flooding.
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Of course, many sites will still fall within zones of high flood risk. In such situations, both dry and
wet flood-proofing can be used. Dry flood-proofing is the practice of sealing off the building to any
potential water infiltration. This typically means a concrete apron around the base of the building up
to a recommended height and flood barriers around all doors that can quickly be inserted in the
event of a flood. Wet flood-proofing is the practice of incorporating flood shafts into the base of the
building that allow water to pass freely in and out of the building. Wet flood-proofing is only
feasible for buildings where the interior spaces can get wet, such as warehouses. Such a strategy
would not be feasible for residential development. That being said, there are creative ways of
building in flood prone areas that embrace the presence of water, for example the Aluminum Forest
by abbink x de haas architectures. The project lifts the building up on aluminum stilts, but offers
platforms for pedestrians to observe and experience the “forest” below.
Another dimension of resilience in the building and construction industry is material use and
sourcing. Current supply chains are leading to increasingly long waits for materials. The more
development is able to support regional economies of production, manufacturing, and labor, the
stronger and more resilient the project will be, as it will cultivate meaningful relationships that
translate into higher quality products, quicker turnaround, and a strengthened regional economy.
One extreme example is straw bale construction. Many large farms in the Hudson Valley have
enough land to literally grow their own buildings. That is, they could produce enough straw to
create the bales that would become the building blocks for their facilities.
Resilient Landscapes
Utilizing the landscape around a building is one of the best ways to direct and absorb water before it
has a chance to impact the surrounding structures. In parks and gardens, this might be rain gardens
or water retention ponds, planted recesses in the landscape designed to collect and quickly absorb
water. The plants also help to filtrate and clean the water as it gets absorbed back into the ground.
Along pathways or streets, bioswales can be incorporated to absorb run-off from the street and
reduce the amount of water going directly into storm drains. All of these strategies are both
beautiful and functional. It should also be noted that any sort of permeable surface in an urban
setting is going to be better than an impermeable one when it comes to reducing stormwater run-off
and likelihood of a flood. Permeable pavers and permeable concretes and asphalts, though not as
effective as a planted area, are still recommended alternatives to standard asphalt and concrete
mixes.
Hoboken, NJ is a model of rebuilding for resilience after Hurricane Sandy using integrated strategies
that addressed climate impacts such as flooding and heat, while also creating public amenities such
as flood-resistant parks, rain gardens that double as outdoor seating, bikeways and traffic calming to
make the downtown more welcoming and connect people with commerce, and turning the outside
of City Hall into a learning laboratory of green infrastructure practices.
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Hoboken’s Southwest Park combines passive green space and flood mitigation to meet the
neighborhood's needs. It is New Jersey's first resiliency park with integrated green infrastructure to
mitigate flooding. The 1-acrePark is designed to mitigate flooding in the southwest Hoboken
neighborhood by detaining 200,000 gallons of stormwater runoff through a series of green
infrastructure installations including: rain gardens, porous pavers, a cistern for rainwater harvesting,
and an underground detention system. Constructed with low-interest financing from the New Jersey
Environmental Infrastructure Financing Program (NJEIFP), the park design includes open lawn
recreational space, a dog park, pop-up market, multi-level seating for small performances, and
restrooms which provides a central square and public space for the residents living in public housing
nearby.
In parts of the Hudson Valley where there is not yet political will for major shifts in consumption and
travel patterns, a key strategy for future-proofing public spaces against climate stresses is to create
“community resiliency zones” in already developed areas with motivated owners, by adding
renewable energy and storage, EV infrastructure, emergency shelter, stormwater management
systems, wifi and other amenities that directly benefit users of the public space. An ordinary area
such as a parking lot, transit station, under-utilized mall or commercial building can serve this
purpose, and can demonstrate the approach even at a small scale.
The process for shaping local projects for adaptation and resilience is as critical as their design
features. There is growing recognition that building resilient communities has to begin with and be
sustained by residents themselves. Experts in this realm have a wealth of knowledge and tools to
share, but it needs to be paired with intimate knowledge of the history, people, and context in a
given place. Adaptation projects must be understood as alive and designed to adapt to the changing
needs of the community over time. The toolkit of placemaking ties together resilience in the natural
and built environments with resilience in community relations and the local economy by taking a
systems approach to designing entire places that work for people, reduce long term stressors,
enhance public benefits, and create economic opportunities as well. This allows for the creation of
social capital through the process of climate adaptation by fostering more opportunities for peer-topeer interactions, relationship building, and community-based idea generation.
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Strategy R2: Engage local and county planning departments and nongovernmental partners in the
population centers to review and understand the greatest vulnerabilities faced by residents and
businesses, and to develop plans for upgrades starting with the most troublesome sites and issues as
defined by local communities. Include specific opportunities to promote resilience in the built
environment through demonstration projects, education of the construction industry, and code
improvements. Provide an ongoing program of placemaking and capacity building that begins with
engaging people in planning for the future of their community and includes creation of
communication channels that benefit residents in good times as well as strengthening emergency
response. Use resources designed to ensure vigorous community engagement such as Sustainable
Hudson Valley’s Resilient Places: Putting Community First (2021). Encourage and demonstrate
community engagement processes that educate the public about climate risks in the built
environment and gather community inputs on their highest priorities while managing the “planning
fatigue” that may be present in some communities. This necessary planning, to manage risks, can be
integrated with more vision-driven public processes focused on benefits that build community
capacity to withstand extreme weather and other emergencies while providing benefits every day -such as broadband, local food hubs, and energy security through microgrids.
Economic resilience
When Hurricane Sandy struck, its biggest
economic damages did not come from direct
impacts, but from the inability of businesses to
resume operations. Two key aspects of economic
resilience are supporting businesses and
commercial districts in preparing for
emergencies and adapting to changing
conditions of all sorts, and a supply chain that
revolves around locally available materials
wherever possible, in order to minimize
disruptions. The local self-reliance and
entrepreneurship movement is thriving in the Hudson Valley, but more can be done. The Fab Cities
movement, launched in 2014 by the Mayor of Barcelona, has issued a call to action:

We need to reinvent our cities and their relationship to people and nature by re-localising
production so that cities are generative rather than extractive, restorative rather than destructive,
and empowering rather than alienating, where prosperity flourishes, and people have purposeful,
meaningful work that they enjoy, that enables them to use their passion and talent. We need to
recover the knowledge and capacity on how things are made in our cities, by connecting citizens
with the advanced technologies that are transforming our everyday life.
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Expanding access to technology and ownership of economic assets will foster economic resilience.
Strategies for accomplishing this include community-based education and training, supports for
business expansion connected with local hiring and training, and diversified ownership models
including co-ops, land banks, and land trusts. New models for more widely accessible local
investment funds -- designed to allow small investments in Main Street businesses -- are under
investigation by Bard MBA faculty member Michael Shuman. Bringing this whole suite of
opportunities to the attention of Hudson Valley communities and investors is a first step in economic
resilience building.
Strategy #R3: Analyze regional supply chain and investment flows and develop an economic
resilience strategy around improving local supply and increasing local investment.
Psychological and social resilience
Psychological and social resilience are the critical elements that our communities’ ability to adapt to
climate change depends on. Beyond Storms and Droughts, a 2014 report by the American
Psychological Association and Eco-America, notes that:
Major mental health impacts [of climate change] include increases in the incidence of stress,
anxiety, and depression, as well as increases in more severe reactions like post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD). Research indicates that women, children, and older adults tend to be especially
vulnerable to the psychological impacts of climate change, espe- cially those related to stress and
anxiety. While existing research has focused primarily on the mental health effects of climate
change that will come about from disasters, climate change’s more gradual effects, like rising
temperatures and changing landscapes, also have important implications for human psychology.

Training mental health and social service
professionals to understand these stresses and
support their clients in responding is key. And the
most valuable response is not simply coping, but
translating concern into action which results in a
sense of agency as well as in tangible benefits.
A key strategy for promoting social resilience is
building community-based initiatives to adapt to
climate change in ways that also enhance
everyday well-being. While some community
engagement processes are driven by local
governments and institutions, there is a growing
movement of ordinary people and grassroots groups that are organizing to build resilience by
engaging the community in understanding and dealing with climate stresses in the larger context of
making the community more livable. Vermont’s CROS - Community Resilience Organizations - are
volunteer groups formed by local governments that set their own community’s agenda. Their work
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may include physical projects for flood-proofing or energy security, and focuses heavily on
community participation projects where neighbors meet neighbors and talk about mutual assistance
needs and opportunities.
Strategy R4: Establish a network of community based and social service organizations with a longterm commitment to building human and social resilience, in each of the population centers of the
Hudson Valley. Develop shared understanding of the connection between the mission of social
service and safety net organizations, climate adaptation and community resilience building. Provide
training for helping professionals who want to help their clients better deal with the emotional
stresses associated with climate change.
Strategy R5: Develop a funders’ network for local resilience that makes federal, state, foundation,
investor and other resources more easily accessible and can identify and tackle gaps in funding for
resilience.

Conclusion
Organizing communities to promote resilience - by their own definitions, in their own way - may
well have a multiplier effect by combatting despair and promoting a sense of agency that also
contributes to well-being. Only by sharing knowledge and motivation widely in communities, will
the people-power be mobilized to remake our built environment and local economies for resilience
in a changing climate.
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CRITICAL PATH

Timeline
2021: Finalize design of organizational support/ education/ training program and build a network
of collaborating practitioners. In close coordination with the Environmental Justice and Economic
Development Working Groups and community partners, begin collaborative planning and fundraising
for specific resilience initiatives connected with other aspects of the Regional Climate Action
Strategy (e.g. energy security, mobility, water, materials management)
2022: Begin offering ”resilient places” workshops and consultative services focusing on at least
one population center in each county and available to all interested parties
2022: Develop proposal for funders’ network and seek feedback from state/ federal agencies and
philanthropists.
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Education

While 72% of the population believes that climate change is happening, and 63% say they are
“alarmed” or “concerned” about it, only 57% believe that humans are mostly responsible. Fewer than
half the population – 43% – believe that climate change will harm them. At the same time, 78% of
those surveyed believe climate change should be taught in schools. Clearly, there is work to be done
on the gap between the public perceptions and scientific predictions, and education is the leverage
point for closing this gap.
Education has a key role to play in building understanding of the causes of climate change and the
solutions, validating public concern, and building consensus and confidence for action. Everyone
needs to have a base level of climate literacy and a core understanding of climate impacts in their
community, along with proactive measures that can be taken to mitigate and adapt. At a time when
the public is overwhelmed by the combined stresses of the pandemic, political polarization,
economic uncertainty and climate change, the mobilization around New York’s new law is an
opportunity to raise awareness and enthusiasm about the solutions that are within our power to
implement, and build morale as well as participation.
Education is a significant economic sector in our region. The 2013 Mid-Hudson Regional
Sustainability Plan contained a pair of provocative ideas about making use of this asset, that have
not been fully implemented:
The Valley as an epicenter for education for sustainability, a destination people come to for
professional development and inspiration. We have the institutions, motivated educators and a
wealth of curricula. We need a more public-facing focus to integrate more applied research and
project-based learning that can attract skilled professionals and non-traditional learners to work
together in support of local climate solutions.
The Valley as a test bed for new technology and policy approaches. From low-carbon building
materials to climate-friendlier wastewater treatment technologies to materials that replace
plastics, there is a major and timely opportunity to demonstrate new technologies and bolster
the businesses that generate them.
From The Culinary Institute, to the community college system, we have high quality professional
training/retraining opportunities in the Valley, but more is needed and possible. Architects,
landscape architects, engineers, and other technical professions could be attracted to a Hudson
Valley educational ecosystem that provides cutting edge professional training, much the same way
that The Culinary Institute now does in the world of food.
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The Hudson Valley has abundant educational assets. They include:
Dozens of colleges and universities and a high quality community college system.
Government resources like the NYSDEC Hudson River Estuary Program and the Hudson River
National Estuarine Research Reserve.
Centers for holistic learning and human development such as the Omega and Garrison Institutes.
Dedicated educational centers including the Dutchess BOCES Center for Sustainability and
Climate Education.
Professional training centers such as the Culinary Institute of America and Stockade Works.
Environmental organizations with extensive educational programming.
Outdoor education centers and resources such as Clearwater, Mohonk Preserve the Ashokan
Center and the Putnam Northern Westchester BOCES Center for Environmental Education.
Research centers with strong educational programs such as the Cary Institute and LamontDoherty Earth Observatory.
So far, however, these assets have not been systematically mobilized in a call to informed action,
organized to help a critical mass of the public understand the climate emergency and how they can
respond with impact.

Norrie Point Environmental Center in Staatsburg, NY. (NOAA)

Connecting Our Streams Workshop - Hudson River Watershed Alliance
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Education about this strategy and the NYS Climate Act
This strategy is being launched during the two year period designated for policy design and public
comment to implement the Climate Act. Communities will be asked to make significant changes in
their use of resources, This will also influence more of the public to come to terms with the impacts
of climate change in their lives. Education can help people to understand the reasons for these
changes, and identify choices for responding that fit in with their values and sensibilities.
In today’s polarized political climate, unfortunately climate change has been subject to vast amounts
of misinformation and widely used as a wedge issue. Developing a public education campaign to
help dispel misinformation, find common ground, and promote mutual understanding is critical,
especially as the CLCPA moves further into public consciousness and we are all asked to make
adjustments to help New York State meet its ambitious climate goals.
Sustainable Hudson Valley, in an effort to help address this, launched the first ever Hudson Valley
Climate Solutions Week on Oct. 17th-24th, 2021. This was a coordinated, weeklong series of
educational outreach events anchoring an ongoing educational campaign. It engaged the Hudson
Valley population in learning about the overall climate solutions movement and what can be done
at every scale. Organizations throughout the region were invited to participate and 39 educational
events were created for their constituents – forums, film showings, campus lectures and panel
discussions, media interviews, theatre performances, and hands-on citizen science projects. As an
annual initiative, this strategy can mobilize the many educational resources of our region to create a
newsworthy mega-event built from realistically implementable components. Hudson Valley Climate
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Solutions Week will be repeated annually and include a conference bringing together stakeholders
in this Regional Climate Action Strategy for assessment of progress on implementation, and coursecorrection when needed.
Engaging and providing funding for NGOs and community organizations that have existing public
education and engagement staff, especially those serving disadvantaged communities, could help
break down the misperceptions that exist. Models exist for effective educational programs funded
by New York State and implemented by community organization partners, including NYSERDA’s
whole spectrum of clean energy programs and DEC’s Hudson River Estuary Program. These funding
programs can be highly targeted, as illustrated by the NY State DOH fish advisory program where
small grants were offered to NGOs in the region to make people aware of the risks of eating fish
from the Hudson and other waterways.
As the magnitude of the changes in play is understood more and more widely, some questioning and
debate is inevitable. The fact that 2022 is an election year means some polarization is likely to
continue. We will only truly secure the gains achieved by the Climate Act with an informed, climate
literate electorate that will support strong climate action within the guiding framework of home rule
that substantially defines local politics in New York. Wherever possible, we will search out ways to
reach non-traditional audiences that may have skeptical views on climate science but be open to
learning. The Climate Reality Project, Hudson Valley-Catskills chapter, is a promising potential
partner in this effort, as are hyper-local community organizations such as houses of worship and fire
districts.
This regional strategy can build buy-in for concerted climate action by making clear the community
benefits and economic opportunities that it brings. To fulfill this potential, widespread public
education about this strategy itself is essential. This needs to be made available especially to
political and civic leaders and those who influence them.
Strategy EDU#1: Launch a two-year campaign of public education on climate change, solutions at
hand, federal and state policy and the Regional Climate Action Strategy. Focus especially on
mobilizing the alarm and concern already felt by a majority of the public, reaching legislative
decision makers and community influencers, and inspiring creative action to implement the regional
solutions identified here. Define a series of programs within the campaign, such as radio
programming, forum series, short courses, and social media campaigns, delivered through public
channels and in workplaces, to access and appeal to diverse audiences. Anchor this program with
existing events such as the Global Teach-In organized by the Bard Center for Environmental Policy
and Climate Solutions week. Use best practices in climate communication fostering critical thinking,
emotional intelligence and a sense of agency. Coordinating organization: Sustainable Hudson Valley.
In the classroom and beyond
Educational institutions are communities in their own right. Schools can be leaders on climate in
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ways that extend beyond the classroom, where the institutions themselves showcase examples of
sustainability on site and for their communities, where students are empowered participants instead
of passive observers. Teacher professional development that incorporates the values of
sustainability, where training goes beyond how to meet standards, would help provide students with
more effective role models for the challenges ahead.
Young people are deeply concerned about climate change and aware of its potentially grave impacts
in their lifetimes. A Princeton Review 2021 survey of 11,000 high school students and 3,000 parents
of high school students asked to what degree a commitment to the environment in academics
played in their choice in choosing a college. Seventy-five percent responded that this was
somewhat/very/extremely likely to influence their decision in choosing a college, compared with
66% just a year earlier.

The climate crisis is an opportunity for educators to inspire students as creative problem solvers and
advocates, strengths that will also prepare them for climate related jobs. This will require a serious
investment in teacher training and support, field and lab experiences, and afterschool programs. If
this is raised up as a common focus, clearly the region has the expertise and capacity to spearhead
this effort and serve as a model for others.
But education about climate solutions is inconsistent in quality and availability from one district to
another. While investment in educational programming, such as STEAM (science, technology,
engineering, arts and mathematics), is generally stronger in affluent communities that have flexible
funding resources, it is often deficient in disadvantaged communities, making education for
leadership and for well paying careers a core environmental justice issue. All communities need
access to high quality critical thinking and learning environments to promote greater environmental
literacy -- empowering curriculum, issue literacy, citizenship, project-based learning. In order to
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effectively advocate for strengthened, more consistent sustainability education in a way that reflects
and incorporates local concerns, the empowered involvement of local communities is critical,
especially those communities with environmental justice concerns.
Critical thinking is not consistently supported in the learning environments of Hudson Valley
schools. Curricula at all levels, and in all content areas, need to be revised and updated. These
curricula need to be developed in order to reflect current thinking, data, and indicators regarding
climate change and to focus on solutions for addressing the clear and present dangers. Projectbased learning is a proven strategy for effective teaching of applied science and technology, as well
as problem-based learning that engages students in collaboratively addressing real world, complex
challenges.
In particular, Community Based Participatory Research (CBPR) methods are a proven tool for
empowering environmentally-compromised neighborhoods and regions using simple, scalable
approaches such as policy education, mentoring, and school-community partnerships. For example:
WE ACT’s (West Harlem Environmental Action) community based research into Harlem’s high
asthma rates and related mortality numbers, conducted by local high school students, spurred
the conversion of New York City’s bus fleet to cleaner fuel systems.
Groundwork Hudson Valley has made coordinated use of GIS mapping to document climate
stresses and environmental justice dimensions, and community-engaged learning programs
making use of its Science Barge to bring the issues home.
The Billion Oyster Project’s partnerships with 100 NYC schools, across the five boroughs, have
similarly engaged students in the central work of restoring oyster reefs to New York Harbor.
It is timely to replicate these successful models in our region. Curriculum development must be
closely linked with teacher training regarding sustainability and climate change.
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The Dutchess BOCES Center for Sustainability and Climate Education provides teacher training to
support and facilitate climate education to K-12 students to educators across New York State, and is
expanding these offerings. This includes both content and pedagogy, illustrated by the resource
guide information disseminated to area teachers during Hudson Valley Climate Solutions Week, as
well as the workshops for teachers, students, and administrators provided during the Center's Spring
2021 Summit and implemented during the 2021-22 school year. This resource can support wellconceived outreach to school districts.
The New York Department of Environmental Conservation's curriculum guide, offered by their
Hudson River Estuary Program, is another promising resource. The four-part guide (K-2, 3-5, middle
school, and high school) focuses on weather and climate, with learning grounded in examination of
the Hudson River's unique ecosystems, and associated regions and communities that rely upon, and
are impacted by, their health.
Schools and communities must also tackle the lack of consistent broadband access which became
obvious during the emphasis on remote learning in response to COVID-19. The lack of access to
technology, such as computers, and to broadband access required to use that technology for
learning tasks, significantly impacted students in both urban and in rural communities and will
continue to hamper the ability of students to access and analyze information and to complete
academic assignments, especially in multi-child homes and in economically disadvantaged
households.
School administrators are also educators; they have the opportunity and responsibility to educate
buildings and cafeteria staff, parents and other stakeholders about best practices including the
connections between high levels of air pollution and poor standardized test performance.
Administrators at the district level, armed with current information about green practices, are in a
position to operate their buildings and other physical plant operations (food service, transportation,
buildings and grounds maintenance) in an environmentally responsible manner that may actually
improve cost-effectiveness as well as modeling effective practices and creating direct benefits to the
learning environment and student/ teacher health.
Strategy EDU#2: Infuse Climate Action, Sustainability and Equity into school curriculum (especially
STEAM), school district priorities and teacher training, and engage schools as partners in expanding
access to technologies and frameworks for learning. Engage resource organizations with high
credibility and regional reach. Coordinating organizations (proposed): Dutchess BOCES Center for
Sustainability and Climate Education, Mid-Hudson Teacher Center.

Higher Education
Innovative higher education programs, including graduate and professional development offerings,
covering the spectrum of climate solution topics, are important along with setting ambitious goals
for marketing these programs. The Hudson Valley has some of the finest institutions in the country,
including Bard College, Vassar College, SUNY New Paltz, Clarkson University, Marist College, Mount
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Saint Mary’s College, and a robust community college network. There are also the many colleges
and university systems in the Capital District and New York City metro area.
The Environmental Consortium of Colleges and Universities -- formed to bridge between campus
and community - is a membership organization representing 50 institutions in the Hudson and
Mohawk Valleys, the Consortium has produced conferences, developed joint hands-on curricula,
created scholarship programs and more. In recent years the Consortium has been less active, but its
institutional network remains. It has recently been re-activated by members of this Education
Working Group, to explore the kinds of campus-community partnerships that can contribute to
effective regional climate action. A network of 32 campus liaisons is now meeting to explore these
possibilities.
Strategy EDU #3: Through an outreach campaign to faculty and students on the emerging
opportunities in project-based learning to advance climate action in the region, promote
expansion of project- and communitybased learning and research in higher
education. As a means to this end,
revitalize and fully fund the
Environmental Consortium of Colleges
and Universities with a strategic plan
focused on education for a climateengaged public and workforce.
Coordinating organization:
Environmental Consortium Steering
Committee.

Workforce Development
President Biden is known for saying -- when he hears the words “climate change” -- that his first
thoughts are “jobs, jobs, jobs.” Workforce development is a mandate within the CLCPA and the
federal Recovery Act; both state and federal governments are investing heavily in training for the
technical skills needed for quantum growth in clean energy, low carbon buildings and infrastructure
and clean transportation. For instance, the Bureau of Labor Statistics predicts that wind technician
jobs will increase by 68% this decade. About 1,400 new wind tech job openings are anticipated
annually. Similar job growth and associated skilled labor shortages are anticipated for HVAC and
construction positions for building retrofits.
In light of the massive, coordinated efforts needed to tackle the climate crisis in real time, an
unprecedented scaling-up of the work force is needed in clean energy, clean transportation, building
retrofits and the supporting occupations and industries such as engineering, architecture and
materials science.
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Ten years ago, the Mid-Hudson Valley’s Workforce Investment Boards and community college system
organized a two-year Green Talent Pipeline initiative to identify regional training assets and gaps
and establish coordinated training programs. A SUNY Clean Energy Technology Training Consortium
laid valuable groundwork by establishing an initial offering of building science and clean energy
courses, with particular commitment at SUNY Sullivan and Ulster where these programs continue. In
some cases, more people were trained than could be placed in jobs at that time, and momentum was
lost. That situation has been reversed today, with contractors eagerly -- even desperately -- looking
to hire “an army of installers” and other workers, including those who may still need additional
training to work at full capacity.
Today, with the clear State and federal mandate, it is timely for these partner institutions and others
to come together and rapidly organize training that is shaped by the needs and approaches
identified by industry. Ultimately, the region’s education and training offerings to create a climateforward workforce need to include not just entry-level skill training but professional advancement in
careers across the technical and professional fields that will advance the green economy in the long
term. This partnership must not only include employers and training providers, but the community
based organizations that can engage and inspire people to participate in this new workforce. Models
like Citizens for Local Power’s apprenticeship program and Go Beyond Greatness engage young
people in disadvantaged communities, and displaced workers from other industries, in
apprenticeship and hands-on training opportunities in Ulster County; models like this are ripe for
expansion region-wide.
Training and attracting new workers to the fields that need them will benefit from establishing
community-based sites where workers, jobseekers, and educators can share knowledge,
opportunities, and experiences. The region might follow the example of PUSH Buffalo, whose
Community Hiring Hall connects skilled workers and general laborers to local building projects,
particularly in the green technology field, as part of PUSH’s overall community jobs pipeline strategy
of engaging low-income communities of color and disconnected workers in the struggle to create an
equitable, accountable green economy.
Strategy EDU#4. Create a region-wide program of education about the range of job, business, and
career options connected with climate solutions, with priorities for program delivery at job centers,
on college campuses and in environmental justice priority communities. Coordinating organizations:
Regional Clean Energy Hub, Sustainable Hudson Valley.
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Conclusion
Education happens at so many levels, from kindergarten to lifelong learning, informally and
formally, in school and out of school. Key audiences include students, educators, parents, elected
officials and community leaders. Each point of contact offers opportunities for quality climate
change education.
The best antidote for apathy is active participation. Climate education offers plenty of opportunities
for that.
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CRITICAL PATH

To balance breadth of reach with depth of engagement, we will launch these four interconnected
strategies by creating a partnership among resource organizations that are in a position to lead
regionally and pull in each constituency, such as the:
Climate Reality Hudson Valley Catskills Chapter
Dutchess BOCES Center for Sustainability and Climate Education
Mid-Hudson Teacher Center;
Environmental Consortium of Colleges and Universities;
Rotary Clubs of the Hudson Valley for their connection with communities and businesses regionwide;
Educators and representatives of educational institutions in priority environmental justice
communities;
philanthropic foundations with an interest in empowering communities;
with coordination by SHV.
This partnership can identify educational resources that revolve around the current climate crisis,
state and regional responses and what audience members can do. This resource collection will
necessarily include materials for the public, for specialized audiences, and for K-12, higher
education, and educators themselves. Programs will be promoted in a series of campaigns that focus
on educational institutions in the fall through spring, and the broader public year-around.
This effort will be launched by a series of linked climate education conferences geared toward
complementary audiences (e.g. K-12, higher ed, public education and workforce training), that help
to define a common agenda and offer resources for program activities, curriculum, and professional
development. Because the pandemic and economic instability have been so very difficult for
educators, these gatherings will be oriented to revitalization, incorporating lessons learned, and
accessing new resources for emotional and organizational recovery. They will be timed, also, to
allow for progress in moving through the pandemic and restoring equilibrium. Beginning in fall
2022 with an overview conference for stakeholders in all the strategies, the series can continue with
specialized events connected with each of the education strategies that may include education,
training and even policy development. These mutually-reinforcing events can send a strong signal
that climate education is a top priority in addressing the problem. Conference programs should
include student driven elements and incorporate the latest best practices from climate educators
from around the world.
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Putting it All Together
The Regional Climate Action Strategy is designed so that it can be advanced with leadership from
the organizations that have stepped forward to participate together, and others we can engage. We
think that the strongest source of momentum that is available to our regional partnership is to go
ahead in taking the action that is possible within our missions and thereby mobilize our combined
strengths. We actively welcome new collaborators that share our sense of urgency about the climate
crisis and are willing to work hard to capture the opportunities that we have identified.
We have been framing our strategy at a time when the New York State Climate Action Council is still
actively framing policy and building a consensus for action. We have intentionally moved forward in
order to build a regional consensus on the courses of action that are within our control and can have
positive impact, especially in creating conditions for success of the Climate Act policy framework
when it is finalized. While many of the details are still unknown, enough is clear to inspire action, as
a review of our topics makes clear.
Energy. It is clear that New York has already set in motion an unprecedented expansion of
renewable energy, energy efficiency and storage. But the “where” and “how” will be shaped by
impacted communities and creative leadership organizations working together to ensure equity,
affordability and a maximum of co-benefits such as health dividends.
Transportation. It is clear that transportation - the largest part of our greenhouse gas emissions must be tackled along a number of parallel paths. Some are centralized and a proper focus of
industry and government (such as establishing manufacturing capability and strengthening supply
chain and providing funding for fleet conversions). But there is important work to be done by
regional agencies, NGOs, business groups such as dealer associations, and other interested parties:
to expand infrastructure and access to sustainable transportation of all kinds at the local level, and
build motivation through education and incentive campaigns.
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Agriculture, Forestry and Land Use. It is clear that the switch to regenerative agriculture, forestry
and land use practices is an enormous transition; it requires careful proof of concept and supporting
research for many different conditions on the ground, as well as education and access campaigns to
be sure the small to medium sized farms and forests of the Hudson Valley can fully participate. That
is precisely the need and role for a regional partnership like ours.
Materials Management. It is clear that the embodied greenhouse gases in materials production,
shipping, use and recycling are significant and that the materials management system has stagnated
in recent decades. But - alongside the closing of the Seneca Meadows landfill - new Federal
commitments to 50% recycling rate by 2030 provide an impetus for regional and local efforts to shift
to a circular economy. Our semi-rural region has unique opportunities including organics and glass
recycling, and low-carbon building materials from recycled feedstocks, that could become signature
industries.
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Water. As the Hudson Valley grapples with extremes of water flows, from rainfall and storm surge to
sea level rise to new potential for droughts, it is clear that an entirely new level of attention to
stewardship of water systems is needed, and that the region’s native expertise and commitment is a
signature asset for meeting this challenge.
These areas intersect and interweave in complex ways. A few brief examples show the richness of
opportunities that can be drawn out as we progress:
Energy, land use, transportation -- common concerns about siting renewables while protecting
forests, farms and food security, and a shared opportunity to prioritize renewables at transit hubs
and promote transportation electrification.
Materials management, agriculture, energy and transportation share an interest in anaerobic
digestion of organic materials to produce energy sources such as biogas, and to ensure their
uses in strategic ways;
Water and energy are linked through the energy demands of water management and use, and
the energy potential of innovative ways to “take the ‘waste’ out of wastewater” through
coordinated recovery of materials and energy such as hydrokinetic energy.
Priority projects can be identified where this intersectionality is strongest and there are the greatest
opportunities to orient climate solutions toward justice, resilience, education and involvement, and
economic benefits.
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Environmental Justice. We have seen that environmental injustices have been unfolding over
centuries. We have made the case that the time is ripe now for a disruptive breakthrough to advance
environmental justice by implementing the Regional Climate Action Strategy in holistic ways (to
achieve multiple benefits cost-effectively and build coalitions) and through community-driven
approaches that are built on deep community engagement and active participation of community
members in fundamental decision making about the path forward.
Economic Development. The world of economic development is in transformation as practitioners
understand how to work with multiple bottom lines of people, planet and profits, at multiple scales
and with reference to diverse issues. We have proposed to begin the economic development aspect
of our work by identifying and supporting all the existing companies providing products and services
that help customers to achieve climate goals, then expanding their market with business to business
connections to priority sectors that need to improve their progress in these areas. Our priority is
making all these economic opportunities accessible to members of historically under-served and
over-burdened communities -- not just as customers but as employees, investors and leaders -through specific programs we create in the next 1 - 2 years.
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Resilience. Resilience is a product of a community’s organization and ability to respond to the
environmental stresses of climate change, and to social and economic stress. It is built on
relationships, human development, and creative use of the assets at hand. It implies and requires
restoration of power imbalances among people and groups, and healing the wounds experienced by
neighborhoods and ecosystems that have come with historic development patterns. Dealing with the
complexities of climate change to maintain livable communities, at the local level, is only possible if
communities as a whole are willing to change the status quo, bringing the possibility of community
led changes that are disruptive for the better.
Education. Implementing these enormous changes rests on educating our communities about the
climate solutions at hand and the wide variety of opportunities they have to participate.

As we finalize this framework in late 2021, we will bring the core strategies into a public
conversation by hosting forums, providing presentations and reaching out through the media. This
will refine our own thinking and build partnerships. We have done our best, in this document, to lay
out a critical path for each category of solutions, including short-term organizational work and
policy development, fundraising and capacity building, and the design and rollout of programs and
projects. The next phase will gather feedback and engage needed partners.
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The changes that are needed to slow and ultimately reverse climate change are vast, and they are
only partially understood by policymakers - to say nothing of working people. There is good
scientific guidance on pathways to the goals and the major strategies that are most likely to
succeed. But the way these strategies are implemented is a matter of local decision, at scales from
the community down to the neighborhood and household. These decisions must be respected. One
community may focus Climate Act mandated investments on transportation improvements, another
on energy affordability. One community may be ready to embrace a large-scale solar farm, while a
neighboring community will prefer something less visible like a district geothermal installation. One
community may be ready to step away from fossil fuel use with a building code that prescribes
renewables for new construction, while the next community up the road will find that approach
unacceptable. Only with a well developed, well executed approach to community engagement and
involvement will this Regional Climate Action Strategy earn the public buy-in that it needs to be
implemented.
Our community engagement and involvement strategy will be anchored in the extensive and diverse
networks of participants who are already involved in this initiative. We will consciously expand this
network by identifying potentially interested communities and trusted leaders, making them aware
of this initiative and the Climate Act, and establishing a dialogue on each community’s interests and
priorities. In these dialogues, the focus will not be limited to technology, finance, economics or
policy, but will be on community values and visions that can be supported through our collective
work.
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Funding and financing
The transformation that we have described is enormous and will take decades of work by numerous
organizations. New York state agencies are preparing to fund some of it. Still, there is more work
needed to figure out how to pay for this transformation. To support the work of this partnership on
implementing the strategy, we will explore such options as creating a donor-advised fund in one of
our regional community foundations (especially for project planning, feasibility studies and capacity
building) as well as applying for grants and creating fee-for-service projects.
Federal and state grants and incentives will play an increasing role in all this work. At the same
time, there will be a need for financing mechanisms that allow for widely distributed investments
and the participation of communities in the growth of the green economy, not just as workers and
entrepreneurs but as investors. As we finalize this draft, we see state investment moving into private
banks, potentially giving rise to opportunities for lending that will support this democratized
economy. The New York Green Bank is also developing innovative new funding and investment
programs. For scaling up practices that are regenerative as well as renewably powered, payment for
ecosystem services is also a promising approach.
The Mid-Hudson Regional Sustainability Coalition will continue to advance and coordinate the
vision outlined here. We welcome new participants and collaborators who share the goals of
implementing New York’s Climate Act in ways that advance community revitalization and social
justice. We will exercise leadership adaptively alongside other organizations, taking advantage of
our structure as an informal network with the latitude to adjust strategies as needed.
Finally, these efforts can be strategically designed to encourage community engagement and handson learning in the field, and serve as a springboard for effective educational campaigns to amplify
regional action. The best antidote for apathy is active participation. Climate education offers plenty
of opportunities for that.
The impacts of climate change are no longer abstract. It is timely to open up the conversation about
solutions to the widest possible audience and especially to potential partners in action. We are eager
to do this with a dual focus on the urgency of bending the curve and the excitement of work
underway.
The Regional Climate Action Strategy supports the New York State Climate Act but is not a
representative of it. We represent communities and constituencies centered in the Mid-Hudson
Valley and including the entire Hudson River Corridor. We are bringing communities the message of
opportunity in creative climate action that is shaped by local values, home rule and grassroots
creativity.
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The year 2022 is a critical time for organizing regionally, and for engaging with the policy process to
support the strongest possible finalized Climate Act policy package. While the state’s draft scoping
plan is finalized, adopted and translated into legislation, we will organize programs and projects to
bring the regional strategy to life. In doing that, we will also help lay groundwork for public
understanding of the transformative changes needed to stabilize the climate.
Market conditions and the policy climate for all these strategies are evolving, and so must our
strategies and projects on the ground. Organizing an effective coalition will require an adaptive
form; the partnership network we have created provides a good foundation. A network’s members
can ebb and flow in their roles and their levels of participation, and the network’s structure can
evolve with less disruption than a more rigidly structured organization or coalition would
experience. Collaboration and communication will be essential all along the way. Our organizations
are committed to supporting this kind of coordinated but fluid partnership as the best way to
achieve the ambitious vision we have outlined here.
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CRITICAL PATH

Near-term through 2023
As the Climate Act policy framework is firmed up and translated into law, our regional work will
focus on building consensus and capacity for implementing the strategies, identifying and carrying
out an initial set of priority projects, and creating a mechanism for evaluation and course-correction.
This includes:
Outreach to engage necessary partner organizations identified in this research, in specific
projects as well as building support for the strategies overall;
Raising a budget to support the Coalition in its continuing leadership;
Raising funds for priority projects identified by the participants;
Establishing baseline data and measures of progress against the Climate Act timeline, and
committing to specific approaches for evaluation and course correction;
Maintaining communication with NYS Climate Act leadership and staff.
2024-2030
As we approach mid-decade through 2030, we will focus on tracking progress toward the official
Climate Act commitments and aligning the specific regional strategies with these needs.
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NOTES

1. PSI is currently tackling a broad range of materials, including: Appliances Containing
Refrigerants, Household Hazardous Waste, Pharmaceuticals, Auto Switches, Junk Mail, Phone
books, Batteries, Mattresses, Radioactive devices, Carpet, Medical sharps, SolarPanels,
Electronics, Packaging, Thermostats, Fluorescent lighting, Paint, Tires, Gas cylinders and
Pesticides.

2. New York State legislation covers materials including these:
NYS Rechargeable Battery Recycling Act of 2010
NYS Electronic Equipment Recycling and Reuse Act
Mercury Thermostat Collection Act of 2013
Post-consumer Paint Collection Program 2020
Mattress Act (pending)
Pharmaceuticals via the soon-to-be-implemented Drug Take Back Act, requiring pharma
manufacturers to install drop boxes at pharmacies and otherwise make it easier to return unused
medications.

3. See ECL Title 11 and 29, requiring DEC to prepare an “inventory of existing significant
deficiencies in water supply availability throughout the state, including specific needs for
improvement, rehabilitation and establishment of water supply, distribution and transmission
facilities”
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Appendix 1: Community Engagement and Involvement:
Comprehensive Approach
Background: NY Climate Act commits to rapid decarbonization of the economy and directing of 40%
of public investment resources into historically “disadvantaged” communities bearing the burden of
environmental injustices. The Hudson Valley Regional Climate Action Strategy calls for reinvesting
in these communities with a priority on public health, economic development and redesign of public
spaces to improve resilience while reclaiming quality of life every day. In developing this vision, we
have built a network of 81 interested parties throughout the region, many representing
organizations that are active in this work. We begin implementing the vision by opening dialogue
with the networks represented by this initial group, especially in communities identified by the
Climate Action Council.
Opportunity: We have two major goals – to serve as a bridge between Hudson Valley communities
and Climate Act benefits, and to support Hudson Valley communities in using these newly available
resources, locally, in a strategic way to achieve outcomes that matter to them in such areas as public
health, wellness, education and economic well being. Our community engagement and involvement
strategy has five objectives:
Make sure communities are aware of the Climate Act, benefits that will accrue, and ways to
utilize them to achieve multiple outcomes;
Frame a respectful dialogue with language that avoids stigma like “disadvantaged” and instead
recognizes” priority” communities for investment of effort, caring and time as well as financial
resources;
Create a channel of communication between interested communities and state agencies as NYS
finalizes the policy framework so that it is shaped by community voices;
Where there is interest, undertake inquiry and research to understand the communities’
interests, concerns, hopes and aspirations, aspirations, cultures and circumstances in order to
meet people where they are, and to generate a statement of opportunity as a foundation for
future work;
Build collaboration for collective problem solving and strategizing, focusing on issues defined by
the community, providing relevant and useful information and support.
Building on this initial process, we will help local partnerscommunities to identify and access
funding resources to improve energy efficiency, affordability and security, transportation choices and
building quality in ways that reduce neighborhoods’ greenhouse gas emissions, and consider how to
leverage these resources to make neighborhoods healthier, safer and more comfortable as well as
better able to withstand the stresses associated with climate change. Wherever possible, we will
work with communities to take another step and create local opportunities for business ownership
and investment such as dedicated investment funds and entrepreneurship resources.
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Appendix 2: GREEN ECONOMY INDUSTRIES FOR THE HUDSON VALLEY
A PRELIMINARY FRAMEWORK
ENERGY AND MOBILITY TECHNOLOGIES AND SERVICES
RENEWABLES
SOLAR
WIND
HYDRO
BIOFUEL
STORAGE
ELECTRIC VEHICLES
MAINTENANCE
CONVERSION OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION CARS TO EV
ELECTRIC BIKE, APPLIANCE, CHARGER ETC. SALES AND SERVICE
EFFICIENCY
BUILDINGS AND INFRASTRUCTURE TECHNOLOGIES AND SERVICES
HIGH PERFORMANCE BUILDING
TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE – TRANSIT
“GREY” INFRASTRUCTURE WHERE NECESSARY – LOW EMBODIED CARBON MATERIALS AND DESIGN
LOW CARBON AND GHG SEQUESTERING CONCRETE
SUSTAINABLY HARVESTED TIMBER FOR CONSTRUCTION AND FURNITURE
HEMPLIME AND WOOD FIBER INSULATION
“GREEN” INFRASTRUCTURE FOR STORMWATER MANAGEMENT, COOLING, WASTE MANAGEMENT ETC
PLANTS, GROWING MEDIA, FRAMING, TURN-KEY SYSTEMS AND SERVICES
COMMUNICATIONS INFRASTRUCTURE – SMART CITIES/ RESOURCE EFFICIENCY
DISASTER RECOVERY AND REBUILDING
AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND LAND USE
REGENERATIVE AGRICULTURE PRACTICES, MATERIALS, PRODUCTS
SUSTAINABLE AQUACULTURE
SUSTAINABLE FORESTRY
NATURE-BASED CLIMATE SOLUTIONS (LAND AND WATER REGENERATION)
LOCAL AGRICULTURE AND FOOD SYSTEMS
MATERIALS MANAGEMENT
RECYCLING AND WASTE DIVERSION [INCLUDING REUSE]
CONVENTIONAL COLLECTION AND BEHAVIORAL PROGRAM APPROACHES
CIRCULAR ECONOMY – DESIGN FOR REUSE/REMANUFACTURING/REPAIR
LOW CARBON / REGENERATIVE BUILDING MATERIALS
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Appendix 2 continued
REFRIGERANT MANAGEMENT
NEXT GEN APPLIANCES AND SYSTEMS
MAINTENANCE AND SERVICE
RECYCLING AND REFRIGERANT RECOVERY

WATER

WATER SUPPLY

WATER POLLUTION CONTROL/
PREVENTION/ REMEDIATION

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

Drinking water supply systems
Bottled water and alternatives
Well drilling
Pump installation and maintenance
Irrigation and watering systems
Water quality testing and assurance
Water pressure and storage tanks
Water filters and disinfection
Transportation of water (e.g. aqueducts)

Leach field installation and maintenance
Septic tank installation and maintenance
Water pollution control and prevention
technologies
Pump station installation and maintenance
Swimming pool maintenance
Water-efficient appliances
Water-efficient industrial processes
Water-purifying natural systems

Storm drain installation and maintenance
Catchbasin installation and maintenance
Pond outlet installation and maintenance
Wetland design, installation, maintenance and
reporting
Stormwater management systems
Roof and gutter systems
Green roof retrofit, new green roofs, growing
media production, maintenance
Rain barrel installation and maintenance
Rain garden plant and mulch supplies
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WASTEWATER TREATMENT

Chemical and biological processes
Plant design, engineering, construction
Biosolids for fuel or fertilizer, and other
byproducts

WATER-BASED TRANSPORTATION,
RECREATION, PRODUCTION

Navigation including barges/ shipping
Ferries, including alternative powered
Small boat building and restoration: kayaks,
canoes, sailboats
Fisheries and hatcheries, aquaculture
Marinas and shoreline infrastructure, soft
engineering options
Fishing supplies, education, location, easements

WATER-ENERGY LINKAGES

Hydro power
Tidal power/hydrokinetic power
Ground source heat pumps using drilled wills or
horizontal coils
Closed cycle technology for power plants
Power generation from wastewater biogas
Cooling water in power plants
Water quality in connection with natural gas and
oil extraction
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Appendix 3: Regional Metrics and Milestones
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Appendix 4: Participating Organizations
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Appendix 5: Endorsements and Commitments
coming in final version
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Appendix 6: Glossary
100-year-type storm -- A storm the probability of which, based on historical data about weather, is
once in 100 years. In other words, a storm of that magnitude has a 1 percent chance of happening in
any year.
adaptation -- change patterns of living and working to survive and thrive under climate change
Community Choice Aggregation -- Community choice aggregation programs, colloquially known as
CCA's, enable local governments to enroll their municipalities under a single energy supplier. Simply
put: a township can get together and choose to get their energy from a selected supplier in one big
purchase.
cover and flare systems -- On farms, manure can be covered with impermeable covers that trap
gaseous products and odor between the manure surface and the cover in order to reduce odor,
ammonia, VOCs, methane and nitrous oxide emissions. Impermeable covered systems can generate
GHG reductions through capturing and burning methane with a flare system.
eCO2e -- embodied carbon emissions. Embodied carbon is carbon that is emitted in the production
of materials.
green infrastructure -- the range of measures that use plant or soil systems, permeable pavement or
other surfaces, stormwater harvest and reuse, and other landscaping techniques to to manage
stormwater and rainfall while promoting healthy natural systems
mitigation -- measures that reduce GHG emissions and sequester GHG, reduce harmful effects of
climate change
oCO2e -- operational carbon emissions. The carbon emitted during the operational or in-use phase
of a building. This includes the use, management, and maintenance of a product or structure.
resilience -- overall capacity to recover from disaster, withstand social, economic, environmental
stresses of all kinds, and take collective action to neutralize climate change, advance social and
economic justice. Build environment systems and social connectivity that support this capacity.
“REV for water” -- a reference to the successful “Reforming the Energy Vision” initiative in New York
State, suggesting that a similar initiative be pursued for water.
source water -- Source water refers to sources of water (such as rivers, streams, lakes, reservoirs,
springs, and groundwater) that provide water to public drinking water supplies and private wells.
sustainability - oriented to long range planning - accomplishing enough of all the above to preserve
nature, human civilization, economy
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